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Functional analysis anises from classical analysis
by a process of abstraction*

Repeatedly it- happens that, the

proofs of the class leal results are mild not. because say*,
the numbers being dealt with are complex, hut he cause they
fora a field*, or because they form a sector space-*

It be¬

comes natural to abstract from a result only those relations
absolutely required end formulate thus' a sore general theorem*
Such, a- process has two virtuosi

not only, mm results more:

general but. also they are- more clear In that the essential ■
elements In a theorem or a proof are- exposed .and explicitly- .
stated*
Tills report deals with.: one small fragment of functional
analysisi

the theory of integration in. a Banach space*

The

motivation: hoi’s is simply the desire, to immt whether the same
type of analysis can- be carried through in a Banach space as
in. the real mid complex esses*
entire

The answer is that almost the

corpus of classical analysis can b© given a Banach space

formulation* the theorems in. some cases requiring no- ©ore than
minor rewording*.
one peculiarity in the case of Banach spaces is that the
proliferation of available topologies mhkes one and the
same classical theorem have several formulations in the Banach
space- case*

indeed the result' may.- hold in. one topology but

fail to hold 3n. another*
As if ill become evident to the course of this report* this

is. in particular true in the extension of the notion of in¬
tegral to & Banach space.

Essential to any definition of in*

tegratlon is some notion of convergence. ■ fhis in turn- requires,
the existence of a topology.

Bat in a Banach space, there may?

Bo available the trash* the- weafef, the strong, and the imtfora
topologies*

We might thus expect what in fact, .does happens

that the same definition gives rise.,, in different topologies*
to different integrals*

Tho first chapter of this report contains a.discussion
of the classical. Riemstih and Lobe ague integrals which furnish

the; inspiration for many of the later methods*
begins the proper subject of this paper*

Chapter two

Here and in the sue*

eeeding chapters is contained an ..account of the various Banach
space Integrals: due to Braves., Bochner# Bunford, llrlshoff,. Pettis
Brie©, Phillips and Kickart* together with their interrelation*
ships*

: •

It will become evident from perusal of the properties of
these Integrals that some of: the classical, theorem regarding
integrals fail to-hold In a Banach space*

in particular it is

no ..longer true that an absolutely, continuous. function is almost
everywhere differentiable and the integral of its own deriva¬
tive*

Chapter* eight contains an exposition of. Clarkson1’© -results

on this problem*

Finally the integrals are. applied i©; obtain

integral ropresentations of the- linear, functionals and to the
study of completely continuous operators*.
At several points in the paper use is mad© of the ex*

ioteuco of a Schauder base in a Banach space*

This is e imply

a sequence [fh]of 'elements in the space ouch that every
element x in the space may to# written as a series in $?n]*

firnt

is» to each x in the space corresponds a unique sequence £cn'j
of scalars such. that

c

ll» - t f'\ 1 —
It my toe pointed-eat that whether such tosses exist for
any separable Banach space remains ©a. open'question*
necessary conditions can toe given*

Various

If a space has a basis then

clearly It is separable • _ Mother condition may toe- given. In
terras of projection©*.

Suppose Pn is any linear' projection':

of' the Banach space on any subspace of a given dimension n.
Form the number©t
% % Inf l|

J?n II

fhen if the space has a basis the set [ ^ is hounded*
for suppose iirt]l© that base *
Ills? Hi =

ih<m form the new metric

sup H Z/s, fill

> J I

Then Hlnlll t C |l:t||cm& if 3?^ I© a projection of the form
Y\
& rt >* - ^Cj^jon a bhtospace of dimension n, then Ph has norm not

greater than. C9 and hence

is hounded above toy G*

fhuo if a separable Banach' apace could too found such that
the numbers {a^were. unbounded* th© space could not have a
Schauder base and the question, would be settled*

M It Is

Sobaudor bases have been found for only a few Banach spaces*
form, a bass#

In I*2{0*15 the trigonometric polynomials will

ferns a base* and In: c tbs sane base sey be used as ia. c

f

with tbs Edition of the vector* (l«l» .V* ■'
■ ■

reminder of this, introduction will. be demoted to a

brief summary of com© Banach Space' faults which-will bo of
use ouboeqi*entXy*

Throughout the- rest of this report R shall stand for the
real 15.no> Iforthe lntew&l[>»b] In. fU IMleos otherwise
stated* $ will he a real: Banach space* fhs ebhlWgate Space
of s will be #^ and as** will be ant element of 3*^* ■
Definition* A. vector function- x(t) on a subnet sera to- a
Banach space is (1) weakly continuous at

if

for each rJ> in 5P>
(2) 'Strongly continuous at
11® ll

Kin ~

2S(f0)

^

if

ll - 0

letting- be the Banach space of'all bounded linear transformations on If to Y we have
Definition: An operator function B(f) on sera to C(K»Y) is
{1} continuous in the weak operator topology at

^-*1o

i = fc if

for each :t£x and each y^Glf*

(2) continuous in the strong operator topology at f= f<» if

in. lr«(f)-«(?)]HI\= °
**£,

for .each

3 continuous in the. uniform operator topology if

( )

Urn ft B(f) - BCf.ill =
Definition;

0

A vector function %(■% ) on Xc=n to the Banach space

H is of (1) veals hounded variation in I, if -s#

x{ %

is of

hounded variation for every x* in 3£&5 ■
(2) hounded variation if

Gll

p|X[r^ ) *

over

every choice of a finite masher of non-ovorlapping intervals
in 15
(3) strong hounded variation if sup^F|\ x(q.)■
where all finite partitions of X are taken*

x(q. J

The two supreme,

are called the total, and the strong total variation res¬
pectively*
Theorems

in the apace

(H)

weak conversance implies con*

vergenee in norm*
Theorem;

A strongly closed linear snhsp&ce of « is nec¬

essarily weakly closed*
Theorem;.

(closed Graph)' A. closed linear traneformation de¬

fined on .all of a Banach space and with values to a Banach,
space, is continuous*

00

Theorem! If -35 is separable then the sphere 9 =*

l\xll£

M]

is

sequentially compact 'in the weak* topology of 8W#
Theorems

&t*/en a normed linear space % a linear subepace

I* and a linear bounded functional P(x) defined on L* There
exists a linear hounded functional defined on H such
that

= f(x) on L and the norm of x^(x) on

X 1® the same

as the norm of f (x) on L*
Definitions

&n infinite' series with terms .in a Banach ©pace

will he said to converge strongly (weakly )" to the sum a £ 35 ;■ if
the partial sums ooiurerg© strongly- (Weakly) to s*
is

Definition!

Theorems

absolutely eonyergent if 2-\lhn4

(Unifora boundedness)’ If

is con**

.1# a family

of linear transformatIons on on# normed linear space

s to

another and if

sup It a* (x) 11 < 00
*

*

tor each x£X where 2!CL 31 is of the second category* then

sup 1 f* \\ < 00
4

Definition!

A

*

subset Acjg* is called a determining sot for 3*

if Ml ** sup

x*for all stS

Theorem: If Is Is separable then both & and Wf possess de-

numerable detemining sots.
Definition: A closed linear subspace

Va as* is a deter¬

mining manifold for St if
|s#fx}l \ ii x*ii ^ if

x«* ef11

If T is a determining manifold for

m and If

|i xil=

for

amp [

x £ s*

'Theorem :

|** iic-*•
is such that

Sup 1
°t

) l
°v

for ©acli x* £ P then

Sup 11 11^00
<\

lumbers in-brackets will refer to the bibliography
at tlio end of this paper# For a fuller dlsoussion of Banach
spaces* mid for proofs, of the above results* see Hill© mid
Phillips Cs§.]»
In the course of this report frequent use will be made
of partitions of internals or of sets*. Hie following notation',
will be used*,
S will be

m arbitrary set in a metric space and <3? a

<r-ring of measurable subsets of 3# A partition will ho denoted
by

(P and its diameter norm by n {/T)t A partition 7T, is said

to- be greater than ff2C fT, z (tjl if etasnt In fT, $8 a
eobeet of some element 1B
will b© denoted by

* i'h© olosionto of a partition

if fTj and Caro partition© their

prodnet. C| fills the- oiaas -of non^milX seta of "the for®

ew&rm i
The Eiemam and lebesgus Integrals
The classical integrals of Mom&m and Lebeague fur¬
nish no# only the motivation for* extending integration to
Banach space©, hut also the Chief methods in carrying out
that extension#

As wo shall see it. is in the alternate? do*

finitions- given for- the Elemaim and Imbesgue integrals that
we have the source?' of" many of the- Banach space formulations
of* Integration*
In this field of classical integration theory' the work
of M# Frechet and W#H* Young is especially noteworthy* Aside
from the. pioneering work of Hiemann and Lebesgue it is in
the works of Frechot and Young that are to he found most of
the alternate definitions of integration#

Young indeed has

the honor of being an independent discoverer of lebeague in¬
tegration# Although his memoir n0m the General Theory of IntegrationM did not appear until 1905, and his "Open Sets end
the Yheosy of Content" in January 1904 |j34,55l two years
after tho publication Of Lobe ague* fe thesis, it apparently re¬
presents work done while the author was unaware, of hebesgue,Js
results#
1#

Hlemonn definltlon#

She most familiar definitlon is that

due to Riemenn# Suppose SCTR and f (x) is a real-valued function
on 1# Partition

t

into a finite number of subintervals

Ac

of length

Ai

* Choose ^ arbitrarily in k3t* said form the

sumo

2*tt%yAc
c=-i

Xf this -sum approaches' a. limit as
limit Is independent Of

0* and this

'IT t of the choice of

of the manner in which the

in- A;, and

mm approaches sera, then the ■■

function is said to he Inlegr&bX© sad to- have this limit as
its integral* ’
One© -possessed of a theory of measure- the obvious, next
step’would b© to replace# In the above definition#-, the words
n

£lnite” by

interval”' by

n

countable”

n

Interval** by

w

set*

n

length of sub-

tt

me&sur© of subset# and thus hope to get- a gene¬

ralisation of the Riemsrm integral* Unfortunately this- cannot
ho 'done in. so straightforward a manner*
let ’l

.

be the closed unit interval and f(:c) the function

y = sc* fhls is integrabl© Hiem&nn and has a ■'definite integral
over

X

of value one-half* fait© a finite partition into

n

eubintofvals of equal length and apply the Riemonn def inition*
)

This gives the correct, limit one-half*
Bow take the point® 1/4# 4/5* * (2*- i)/2n and add

1

them singly to the m sublntervals*. The partition is then into
sets

where ^ is the first sutointerv&l plus the point 3/4*
Is the second subinterval plus the point 4/5* and. so on*

The measure of the subsets remains unchanged as l/n, but not?
each subset has at least one point at which the Rieraam sum

-Il¬

ia siot loss than 3/4* l1 site this as the point ^ *The limit
now cannot he loss than 3/4* X£ then we retain the condition
that' the partition he finite hot no longer roquiro partition
into subintervals3 the Rlomami definition no longer gives us
a limit Independent of. the mod© of partition or of the choice
of *Sc in A*Th© partition into ewbintervals is.essential to
a Hiemann-typo definition of integration'*
The extension.to a. Banach space is in this case obvious#
Suppose f (x) is defined on I<= R with values in 31* Partition
I

into a finite number of subintervals and take values €<

€AC-

as before* Then if

Ida Z_ f{%)/±c
. ri{7T^O

exists in a particular tdpology then th© Integral jf(x)dx
is said to exist in that topology* The first.two Banach space
integrals to ho considered are of this type#
IL* SJarhoua definition.

Again, suppose f (x) defined on icR

and take a finite partition dT of 1* let
I!, — Sup

f (x)

* €A>t

m c = Inf f (x)
* ^Ac-

and form the sums
s ^'2.® £ A-

3 ^ 21 Hf

Now define
iuf^s - Jf{x)dx - upper Darboux Integral

32

*• . *

Sup s. — . I f (3c)dx = lower Barbour Integral %

*r

L

She function f (x) is then said to he integr&ble Hiessann
if the upper and lower integrals coincide*
In 1905 Xoung generalised this into the Lobeague integral
by replacing “finite*' by “countably infinite" and "length of
Interval" by "measure of set" to arrive at the following de¬
finition LSS:

$

Divide the interval 1 into a finite or da»
numerably infinite number of measurable sots
Cm) be the Sup
Sup. (Inf
(inf )
& of measure * bet
let 1 (a)
of f (x) on W and fox® the sum
»■-

2M4

(s =

Ac-

fhen the Inf(Sup) of S( 0 ) for all possible
divisions of X into measurable sots is de¬
fined to be the upper (lower) integral of f(st)
on the interval* If both .are finite and copal
the function is Integrable and

It is clear that this is equivalent to the Lebesgue
integral* For suppose f(ac) is

(h)

tntognable on 1 and let

It be points of division of the .range of f (x). fhen

(T ~~Z

\-m(E(ltLf
^ !<>,))
—

will be an 0 sum while

f -2T\-a(B(l L_f t + 1-))

13

>

’

will bo a B aiM* Then

As tbeuaaxlaum value of

approach** «>ro,<rand

f

approach the Lebesgue Integral of f (x) aa a common limit*
Then

Conversely if t{%) is (X) integraM© on 1 we have that

at that point and </>{%) a function assuming the 11©

f at the

point x*
Thus (1)

^t£

~¥> ) — 0 so that ^ ^

and both ^

P«P* Since

are (L) Integrable then so is f.

This definition parallels that of Barhoux for the Riomam integral* in 1915 Freehet extended this to the integral
of a numerically-valued function on an arbitrary sot S with
rospoct to a numorically**valued and countably additive set
function [IT J * Finally in 1935 turret Slrkhoff revived the
idea to define the integral of a vector-valued function with
respect to a countably a€ditiv©:*numericaXiy-valued set func¬

tion

«•

1* gftuag definition*

Young in 1910 gave an alternate defini-

tiosi which is susceptible of a good deal

fho

method is sussarl&ed by

of

generalisation*

Young [57 J *

A function is said to have an integral if it
can bo expressed as the limit (finite- -of in¬
finite with determinate sign) of a monotone
succession of functions* belonging to a class
o-f functions whose integrals have already been
defined* provided only that the limit of the
integrals of the functions of every such suc¬
cession is'the same* and this limit is then
called the- integral of the given function*
this method .so we shall -see is essentially that used by
Bodmer to define measurability in a Banach space.

Young himself started his chain of functions with the
simple upper semi-continuous functions (simple u-furctlona)
and the simple lower semi-continuous functions (simple 1-func¬
tions)*- faking limits of monotone sequences of -simple u-func¬
tions sad simple 1-functions on© obtains the lower semi-con¬
tinuous functions (1-functions) and the upper semi-continuous
functions(u-functions)•
low a monotone Increasing sequence of 1-functions gives
again a l~ftmetIon,while a monotone decreasing sequence of
u-functions again gives an .u-function*
On the other hand & descending sequence of 1-functions
gives a new type called an ul-function* while an ascending
sequence of u-functions gives a now typo called a lu-function.

ThQ process my be continued indefinitely to give a succession
of functions? u*ltv* ulu*„,» and also the succession of functions
1* ul» lul».*,.* lot© that any function in one sequence may

be changed to the corresponding type In the other sequence, by
a change of sign* $hus..th© negative' of an u-fuhctloh is a 1~function, and.m on#
She integral of the 'simple l-functions and the simple
u-funct lone it defined in the obvious my * Sy taking limits
of the integrals of sequences of simple .functions, the in¬
tegrals of 1 &nd.u functions are obtained* similarly the
integrals of lu and ul functions are obtained in the manner
described:by young*

young then shoss that for any bounded function obtained
by a monotone process

m

described above,, we cm find an ul-

-functIon and a lu~function bounding the given function above
and below respeatlvely# and having, the oats© integral*
. fhis not only shows that all functions .of the type intro*
duced have

m

Integral, but. also leads to the following defi¬

nition for the integral of an arbitrary bounded function |5?']
fore the Integrals of all upper semi-continuous
functions less than the given function, .and take
the upper bound of these integrals; form the in¬
tegrals of all lower semi-continuous functions
greater than the given function, and talc© th©
lower bound of these integrals? then if the upper
bound of the former and the lower bound of the
latter agree9the function is said to possess an
integral, and the value of the integral is he
common, value of that upper bound and that lower
boudd*
it* teometrio definition*

The three preceding definitions

form, what my be tensed the analytic definitions, of the in¬
tegral. Ifora geometrical is that in terms of the measure of

•16

the

ordinate set* Given any positive function f(x) on 5,

form the ordinate sot

E ~

^£x*y)^ ar£S* G £y ^f.(x) ^ *

Fh© Integral of f(x) is then the measure of S If this exists«
In .particular if w© take the Foano-Jor&an content of 15 w©
get the Riemann Integral, while if we take its I,©beogue mea¬
sure we get the hebesgu© integral*
Shis geometric, approach is perhaps the moat Intuitive*.
Certainly it is the oldest, going back to the ancient Greeks
and their procedure for finding areas by the so-called method
of exhaustion*
It may be remarked that by regarding classical integration
as the problem of finding the area under the- curve of the
function, and of computing th© latter by the method of ex¬
haustion we can give unity to the Integration methods so far
discussed*
Suppose w© had a plan© geometric figure f whose area
was to be found* Inscribe a sequence of polygonal figures in
F whose area form a-monotone increasing, sequence 1M * Simi¬
larly circumscribe F by polygonal figures whose ares form a
monotone decreasing sequence 0„ * If these two sequences
attain a common limit as n increases, then this limit la the
area of F«
fbla is the method of the ancient Greek .geometers, but
also it is essentially the modern method of attaching a mea¬
sure to a set. F by means of inner and outer measure* If the
figure F represents the ordinate set

of com© function

t(x)

them this immediately leads to Carathoodary’’s def inition of
the integral as the measure of the ordinate set*
In replacing F by inscribed and circumscribed polygons
if© are in effect forming a partition of the domain of f(3c)
and replacing f (:-:) by factions ln end 0M constant on the
subintervals of the partition, and approximating f (x) from
above and from below* This is the method of Darboux. In par¬
ticular w© may note that the upper and lower

BoTboux

integrals

are simply the outer and inner measure of the ordinate set*

It

upper and lower sums can be formed and shorn to have

a common limit then we should obtain this same limit if we "
chose *v £

arbitrarily and formed only a single type of

sum: 2T f (i§.} A£ , This is the method of Elem&nn*
Finally if we define I * to have, at. the end-points of
intervals* the smaller- of its values in the adjacent inter-*
vals,

becomes lower semi-continuous. Similarly if C „ is

mad© to tab© the larger of its values In the adjacent inter¬
vals, it becomes upper somircontinuous* In applying the met¬
hod of exhaustion then w© are in effect approximating the
function f (x) by monotone sequences of semi-continuous func¬
tions* This is the method of Young*
Considered In this manner* classical integration is but
one particular application of the general theory of measure# •
On the other hand.* one’ can tilth equal justice consider mea¬
sure theory as the particular application of integration
functions taking only the values zero and one*

to

Since,

m we shall see, we can construct Integrals of

non-nxnacrically^valued functions, and without the Intervention
of any measure theoretic considerations, the latter point of
view Is perhaps- the more appropriate*

CHAPTER II
Banach. Integrals of Rlermnn Type

The direct despondent of Riesann among the Banach spec©
integrals is that dee to Craves [131 . For historical reasons
Graves1 original definition is given in section X* The defi-

nltiono, theorems and proofs follow so closely the pattern, of
Eienarm that they are not reproduced here# It is clear, how¬
ever, that the Graves integral Is a particular ease of the
Riersann-Stleltjes integral defined in section 2# For this lat¬
ter integral existence theorems are proved for the nonaed
topology, and in th© case of opar&i©r-v&Xued functions, for
the strong topology#
For later da© wo define, in section 3 *»Riomann-StXeltjes
integrals on certain spaces-of vector-valued functions# These
will b© applied in chapter 13C to obtain•integral representations
of linear functionals*
1# Th© Graves Integral
Definition 2*1
interval.
rarily in

X

Let F{x) be a function defined on the real

to the Banach space f * Lot r<- be chosen arbit¬
and fora

2T

P(r

c

) Ac. ♦ If given £>0 there

exists a ?>oO such that for ©very 4P with norm n(fi) <z £

fop mmrgr cbola© of •&. 6

fCi?)1 Is integral?!© on £ and

1ms integral J F(r)&r*

If tbe spaas X is complete? tb© usual condition holdsi
flmoyea .2*1 If IT is complete than a necessary and sufficient
condition that a bounded function F on t to X 1m integrable
cm . I' is that
dim )| £ F{f ^ 5 Ac^Z^ac >A*11*“

Q

TlCfffro

2»a fee ooolllatlon O^f) of the function f(i') on
the foal internal 1 le
Sup || fCr'} ** £{f#l) II
for oil pairs r1 * rri in X#
Bofinitios 2*3 fUa. oscillation of the function £{r) at the
point v0 la the limit of the oscillation ou.lnterr&ls of the
fom (r^ * £ jr0+£) as goes to ooro*.
If wo denote % P{£) tli© .sot of dlscont limit las of £(p)
en\X and by- a(p)’ Its Xefeoagn© $easura( then we hsra tbs
following existence theorem
Xhcorem 2*2 If X is complete* P(r) a bounded function on X
to. £■ and ta(p} ;= 0 than F is Integrabla on Xi
£h© proof will not b@ given -as it exactly parallels the
corresponding proof for the Ries&mi integral*
59aa generalisation/ is straightforward ©accept for tbo

following fact*

In the Hiemimh ease & necessary and suf¬

ficient condition that integral exist Is that the Xebesgue
measure of the set. of'its discontinuities ho 'hero*

For the

Graves integral this condition is no longer necessary*
lot X ho the space of all functions y on % = \o9I"3
to the real lino which .are hounded on 2.

Lot

J| y l|= Sup 1 y(t) 1
tel
and consider the system of pointsi
y(t5
= f o for 0£t^ r
r

JXfOrr«it^l

Let F{r) = y ('t)*

Then F(r) is imtegrabXe hut is ©very-

whore di a continuous* ' Ihc condition is therefor© not necessary
2* Bienarm~StieIt,t#s Integrals,
In generalising the Siieltjoo integral m have two
choices*

Either the integral or the integrator may ho

voctor-valued while the other function Is nurnerically-valued*
However this freedom of choice proves to he illusory» since
if one integral exists so does the other*
Suppose

€ ) is a vector-valued function on I- to the

space « ‘and g( § ) a numerically-valued function defined on
the same interval*
■and choose t

L

tBt(fTb® a finite partition (a*

arbitrarily in the interval (<r ^ tc*z s? ) *

Definition- 2*4

let

22

'

**

n

^ xCtL5 T &(<rr) * sC*7_, )J
c=y L
ihen if the limit of S

exists 1» a given topology as

r*3

n(-/p)-^ 0 we define this limit to ho the Integral pCfJdgfg’)

in this topology *
Definition 2*5 lei
n

a

dT Cs*«) - 2"s(%) £ >>< cc)

fhen if the limit of a

x( <£., )~|

exists in a given topology as

n{(T5~? 0 we define this limit to he the integral jg{?) d>:{?)
a

in this topology*
fheorem 2*3

If in/a given, topology either on© of the In-*

tegr&Xo in th© shove definitions exist,, then both exist and

|x(#)dg{r5 = *(r)'jsf?)| ~ |s(?)dx(?)
a

Proofs

o-o

Shis follows from the identity

_

H

^

Mt-J j^s( 0~B^,YI

= ^h)gCh)-x(a)g(a)**2_g(^) ^Cl^j Hs(td

C-o

with t0= a „tMj= h* for if

a

* *^r=h is a subdivision

so la t = a it i **«ttn + l =» h and %L^ <^<ztc+l
lemma 2*1

If x(^) la strongly continuous on I then it is

tmlforsaly continuous there*.
fhe proof in exactly the same as for rea-valned func¬
tions *
fheorem 2*4

if either

*23~
(1) ::(^} le a strongly continuous vector-valued function
on 1 to it end g(§) a numerically Tallied function of bounded
variation in X or (a)' ac{gl is vector^valued on X to X of
bounded, variation and g(£) n numorlealiy-valuod function
continuous on J* then the integral©
y
b
[»(?)%{§) and js(eax(S)
CL

Cu

assist in the norm topology*
Case Is

By lentoa 2*1 n{?) is rniiformly continuous in the

norm topology* (liven €> o there exists<^> 0 such that
Kxts'j-xOJ'JlM if iB*Sffh^o that if a{^)-, n(^)c^/2i
||Bf( - ^(f< s€?ar[s(f)]
Case 2s

g{£) is uniformly continuous on X#

before*

Then for n(flj)tn( ^/2:

choose 6

as

|**(«^ 2^Var[;c*(x(f))]
Also Var x(S)jj^ Var [ R ]**<*K3 5]] + Vfc*11[x*{xR3 )
^ 4 Sup | x* (ZlxC ■£) *»C ^-)l] l
Over all finite non-overlapping intervals (c(^ ^) in X*
there exists M>0 such that Var |
KB-.

-S-JsSuP | 3S»(8A

-S/r

ffhen

^ II IJsr^ft so that
)| £2Jf6

Iheoram 2*5

** m*\ lli
*
If f is a closed linear operator on K to XT with

domain

>:(§)£ B{f) and f Qx{£}‘] is strongly continuous

I

&(T),

•*24**
in ease (1) ox* of variation' in case f2), then

$f( K(?)as(s)^=

j>(?fl <%(f)

s\l s(S)a*(«)} *■ fsCOasO'U)]
Proofs

T being linear, for anytT it.follows that

t L Sy<**$)l

also

ito

=

s7Ite$s)=

tian^o

S^(:-;) »g]

p(?)<%(?)

Ja

hence by the preceding theorem have
11Q I[a^x.s)] = lim Shifts),B]=IT ^:;(S)1 aB(g)
ncir)*o naf)-*o *

r^
3? Ming closed, JI x(f)fis(f)'€ D(f) eo that the first half
o

follows*

The second half Is obtained in exactly tho same imy*

Corollary 1 ♦

If f &* a hounded linear operator on fs to T and

m(f) is either strongly continuous or of bounded variation,
then

rb

t( J s(f)ds(f))r

Corollary 2*

(h

s(?}all>(e}l

For function pairs as in theorem 2*4

as<?)=X(si t^fjasdJ+^^SJasC?)
52) J^UYntyeMh = >I/*<?>a %
"(f)a^(s)
(3) i*x(f)as(f)-j'sCfJagtSl + ^CSJdBt?) (finest.)

(4)

II
a

J sup f|

v&* [g{?5]j

f€ I

if 3t ( f) ~b K{$) uniformly to I thou
lim /*„(? )ag{f)'= /K(f)aE{f5'

7»-^£D
Proofs . to . theorem 2*5.. repXae© i* lay ac* and use the resulting
numerical valued integral to promt (3)*
from the

Mamma*

oaae*

Cl) & (2) follow

(4); follows from the estimate

(I S^C^sill f [pup II 3ct's)Jlj W* HsCf)7
tod (35 follow© from (4)*
Corollary 3%

Xf

la mmerie&llyrv&lued and of bounded

variation to 2 $ gh(f) convergae 'to g(:) to the weak**
topology of G*’{£) and. x( ) la a strongly continuous function

on 2 to. Hs then.
.!'!»
/7-» o

H (?)=
-I<

■to the norm topology*.
Proofs.

By the uniform boundedness theorem then© ia m M > 0

such that

[gh(5)]£ JS{h

lj2s * •*)

" if the conclusion la false than there exists fs»i C£) 1 and 6>0
c f.
such that

/y
II *tf )a<5„K (?)

x(?5<5s(?)

Il5s<

&

and' 13UB Bn .(f) =
K^>oo ^
How 11a 8

v

^e

1

|xttmfaM

miformly with &*
Us 8

Cf5

Ba

For each suMlvisioh

a j S ri ^ }— 8^_( >” j

)

so by til© double- limits theorem

But it was assumed that

t

t

)a *{f )*% (?) converges weably to
J x(f )fl <jo (13 = J 3%(f) *
fheonam 2.6

1 -s(f)ds(f) so

Contradiction*

If U(f} is an operator valued function on 1 to

0{S,y) s is continuous in the- tmlfors operator topology and

g(f) is n Buserioally valued function of hounded variation in
I then

Both integrals exist in the uniform- operator topology*

fhe

loft la in £{£,?} the right in
proofs

The map tr-*“!*• of $(%*%)'■ to cOf^s**)) is.an isometry*

Hence

is -continuous on 2 in the uniform topology of

and the integrals exist *

low [s,jr(tl#g);]

#

—

flim

L ncrf)->o

SjW.sH
v

11B rSj-fB,

pCzr)-*o

= lim V:^s}'
nCn^o
fheortm 2*7 . If Biff is an operator rained function on t to
C(£*Y) continuous -In the strong operator topology and If
g{|) is a isMEierlonllf^valnod function of hounded Ynrlatlon
over the sane. Interr&l then | ${?)%(?} end I e< Saotf 5 both
exist in the strong operator topology end

\

j Jh(?)%£5) C*3 " tf(?) t *Q %Ct)

for each x in S V(x) is linear end t»y corollary 2* of theorem
2*5

||v(x)ll- [iwp IIlit?>

Lh]lf]7hr [gC?)]

- U ll n II far f s£ f) 3 for some 14 > 0
so that t in in.o{x*Y).*

(

But also f^CtfsS) C *3

-V(x) for

each x in H so. that .in the strong topology*..

3* strong Qlagsaa of yeotor-iTalned
Definition 2*6- l#(3i)': (p^21) is the class of all fmet ions x {cr)
on X. to H such that

*28J» ./p

IMcriHr)

Jl »1|

exists* With this norm Lp(55) is a Banach*
Definition 2*T V^(B) (p >1) is the class of all functions xf®-):
on I to S such that the sums
S ® *• *£-1 Vll^

1*7 —

^

1

p

are bounded for all finite partitions fcl Of tm
Define
pi
llxt'g?) * xt °?-Q II
v %(03 = Sup
Z1
\*v-«Y-'1T~'

(

and || x|| ■=

I) x( o) ll + ^ V ^ JjseCdi^ ^

VP

With this norm V (B) is a Banach Space*
.<D,
Definition 2*8 V (l»)v is the set of all. functions x{<r) on I
to x such that for some A>G
ft x(<r+lr\)-x(«r) |l < $\k|

<r *<r+h£x*

Define
B(x)- Inf A
IUll= llx(o)(l+ B(x)
CO
With this norm V (B) is a Banach space such that

29

**

V

’*"

P‘2,1

Definition 2*9 M(x) is the -get of all functions %(ai: on I to
H such that there exists A> 0 * 9 * the set
*j <r| |x(r)|l > A \
Is of measure' aero*

Define

H%1| * Ihf A =■ Sup 63 11 x(<r)H
<rei
With this norm M(«}' be coses a Banach space*
Wo shall mean by

the space of all functions strongly

continuous on X, and by

the space of all linear

trano*

formations from X to
If (l^^is a partition of I mid
f

<r^

form the sum

(u^)) ** fCG-i )0

x(ty)

Then as in section 2 we can prove the following*
Theorem. 2*8

If (| (r) 6

L H,^ j

quence of partitions fft- *5*

fi^Hhen for a se¬
0 the limit of 0^ exists

and is independent of the sequence fp£ ♦ This limit is the in¬
tegral
/db{<r)x(0
t

and

*

| j"m(<r)3z(^) i(

- (sup ||x{r)ll

) ? [.Ucol

0-

A similar result holds if U(cr)£ | and

x(

V

'l *

*

la this css© th© sums

*

.

»v v

lead to. the integral
k

Hot© that ual ike the integrals def ined in the preceding
section, the existence of on© does not necessarily imply the
existence of the other » since the functions Vp~) >

do

not commute*
Definition 2*10

If l,p{») (p 2.1)) and w( cr}e^(«)

where p*q are conjugate indices then
■4-

is the integral of 11(0 with respect to Wfc-) *
fo justify this definition it must he shown that such an
integral exists*

If M(<r)6Q (H) the Integral may he defined

as In the preceding case.

Ihen since V*<8®)<=V$ **T the in*

tegral will exist* HOw
I ®r\<fl II M'tvX.

(Z. | %v

m

jw(tl! i /%u(t„)ll P| tv- ty., \)

tv-t I

So that for U( 4

'

y vfci _ •

/

the integral satisfies th© condition

| y'dw( 4 u(<r)W (v* W^y (ja II iHOlfdr)
HOW^CJI)'

is a linear manifold ©verywhere dense In L^(«)

31“

-

and on this manifold the Integral' forms a
of norm (V^Lwl}

linear functional

By the H&hn-Ban&eh theorem it has a unique

extension to I» (H.) with the same norm*

the Integral Is th©n

defined, by.this extension.*.
A similar discussion leads to the followings

theorem 2*9

exists•

If U(<r )6 L(H) and w^V^H) then the Integral

m&Fsm. IIIs
Banach Integrals of Parboux gyp©

In defining Integrals by means of Rlensnn sums, all
that, is required is that there exist .la-the space H.&
topology whereby' we cm define convergence of the sums.
For the Darboux approach this no longer suffices#

Both

in the. formation of the upper and lower sums aid of the
upper and lower integrals we are required, to talc© the
supremo and. Infima of certain elements in the space.

'Stole

supposes that an ordering' relation exists in ,1. with respect
to which infiiaa and supremo are taken*

Such an ordering

however, is not in general available in a Banach space.
It is perhaps because of this difficulty that the
Darboux approach was so long neglected, for it was not until
1.935 that BlrMioff [2] rev tired it to define an integral in a
Banach space#

Ihe device which, overcomes the difficulty

depends on the use of convex sets.
Consider a' real-valued function f(p) on an abstract
set S with a <T-field of measurable sets.,

f© each partition ‘*T*

of B into measurable sets Ac- Of measure m(At) attach a * ^relative
upper integralf1'

peA^
c

and a *’relative lower integral

£H£t7r)=J[inf f(p>] vn(£c)
6 Ac

‘

assuming "both ^conditionally convergent *

low

bottom

1

irelative integral range11 for a fixed partition

the

as the

set of x such that

donsidor the set of all such ranges ac'/T varies*
the intersection is not empty*

Clearly

If it consists of a single

point the function is said, to b© Xntegrable and to have that
point as its integral.*

We are still assuming an ordering

{ - ) in defining the relative integral range*

note however*

that for a fixed partition fH’ the relative integral range is
an interval which may be described in toms of the end. point©
and a parameter ts.x-«F* t -v «7*(l~t) •
set of all such segments as ip varies*

W© then consider the
Viewing the

Darboux

process in this \*sy It become© clear what sort of general¬
isation is needed*.
Suppose f(p) is vector-valued*
Zf(Pc

)m(Az)

Form Riemonn sum©

as before but replace the relative .integral

rang© by the convex hull-of the set. of all such sums*

If it

can be proved that any two such convex hulls for the sane
function must overlap* then the.way is clear to defining,
a susiaable function as. on© having a convex hull of arbitrarily
small, diameter.*
The two integrals considered in this-chapter have in
common the us© of the barboux approach and of convex sets*
The Birbhoff integral includes the Rieaann-typo integral

of the Breoe&ing chapter* sM is in. ttsoi -IneliiAeA in the
integral*

®r%m

1* %fe& B&riehttfg. intti^&l

on the

MS©

&£ mnwm sots* Botere m- sett properly hamdl* the

S@f Smitten ©n& properties of the l&tegrel - eertoSn- facts t\m
atMsd concerning oo^f€i5S sots mist

of sets in

& Banach space*, those am oolteetod in the. first s«£b*
soot ten#

the mnmii contains the definition end propsrfcteo

of' the integral*
sm

- 2f [B^ .are subsets of JS thesi
set. of all el@aen.ts of tit© torn 2

* ii mm the

where % 6 *

If

Bc s then oo(B)'1 shall ho its cex&eaE boll*
i#l Sfts jga
fhmT&m

3*1

Oo(ifc)'tBO(3)

OQ(A+B)»

Jproof* §1® first relation to obriooo*. for the sooonA it is
stems* that Get At

B)cz OO(A) -f

00(B)*. 0on?orsalF if Z^c- =" 2^.- = ^

w# can fins. #2> 0 such that

/■

thm

^~2X1a L +2pM
lJ

=

^L'{*
Ct( J

*Y )
■>

610

OQCA)*+ OO(B)C=-OO{A+B)

Definition 3*1
Sup Nl and
leB

Theorem 3,2

If Bv la a funded - 'subset of .K then l| B

r

CB) -

\B

- B

n 00(B) i\ = i)
^ £CO(B)Q-

Proofs

lU a A B II

B

ii

pB)

It Is clear that |j 0o(3)|l > )l B ||.

ft 2 pi13 c II - Zjp; W ki II

*

IIB II *

But also

For thG other

J j^Go(B)]= |\ Co(S)~Co(S)l| - |J Go(B-B) 11= |lB-B W*
Thcorera 3,3

|| ^B^hllJcod-j ) ||
Proof t-

It Is clear that
H^COCB

.>uH2^ I

But also

||^0o(B- )||<|\ C0(28i )ll - llooCgBi.) IhljB Jl
Theorem 3,4

If|\B; | la a finite class of sets and

then there exists a subclass j BJC JB j such that

Proofs
Bc c Go(Bt ©) so that ^^3.cr Co( Z (B £+©)) and

°-

I' Z ^•Bl.lbloc.(ttB1+0))ll
= ||f(»,+ «)|l
“Sup I £B iKl
Definition 5.2

A countable set EC5 is uneondlttonally

eummable to % if its elements \ u^ may be forced into a aeries
2[bn unoonditionally convergent to x*
lemma 3*1

A series 2^ is uneondltionally convergent to % If

and only if given £> Q the?re exists H > 0 such that the sum of
m

finite set of terms ofZ“k Khloh Incluflss u

satisfies the relation;
II

x II <6

Proof;

If ^u„ is unconditionally convergent it Is convergent*
n
then there isli*^ *V,n>Ii,|j2^ul •*> sefl^yg so ih&t

\| | -sc.Hi ll(j -^utll-V U^.u.-* ||
Since ^ contains the first If terms* the first tens on- the
right is at the fona(|u. -*** u .. U for son© finite p*
2_U y, converges both terns on the right ■ are Mss then
that II

Since
e

/2 so

-x ll<6 for all finite sums containing the first R terns*
Conversely if there is such an i'the series clearly

converges unconditionally*
Definition 3*3

A class f Bc<^of subsets is unconditionally

ausasahle to the set B if and only if every series

(utd ¥

is uncondit anally convergent and S is the locus of ©urns*
theorem

1’h© claas in uneoniltonally summablo

if and only if given £ > 0 there exists Sf> 0 such that
I <h£l}< h(2fc *.<d£(r) implies that

II v W —+ B^,'l<e
Proofs.: Such an 11(1!) exists for each component series 2 *

She

sot fs<2)] la boraflea, for If not ot least one of the component
series may- ho shown not unconditionally convergent*

false as M

the upper hound of {11(1 )1 *
Conversely suppose the condition holds hut
unconditionally aunsaable#
divergent rearrangement*

£B<; \

is not

Then at least on© series 7If * has a
Hence it Is possible to select a

f inite set of number lt(r) > k(r-l)>* *• >k(2)>h£l) > I such

t

+

B,

ll >4

Contradict ion *
ffheorem 3.6 If 7 B,C * B' then
and
Co£B) -2Co(B )

Proof s || 2

Go(B

k(i)

=ZcolS

)

so that the set of the Co(B )

la unconditionally srtaafflsbl#*

Fox* H largo enough Z 0o(B{- )C

CoCilB-) has every point within € of some point of Co(B)
anfi so in the limit ^CoCBt ) C0o(B) *
Conversely every point b in 0o(B) can be 'approximated

by a sum b;*- =2
^

ty

whore

2 (4- 3L#b* 6-B .

<0>

' b;»Z*.- (b,. 6 Bj SO that

** -f fcl* * *
But the sum of a. unconditionally anmmabl© sets is itself unconditionally susasable so that
CO S' OJ
bVZZ 2^* £BO{Bk))

Co{B)C ^Co{3 ;).
ZGO(B^}

Theorem 3*7

aad 00

The rest follows fro®

C Co(B) cT2$0(~'i ) C

If the class of subsets [ B j ] is unconditionally

summabi©, and the } ^ | are uniformly bounded by a. finite
constant k then the class of subsets is un-*
conditionally. susuaabl© and
Co{ Z

Proof:

) £

m

r
Slip H2.

II

II 6><Z |lt- B. ) (| -112 |1.B£ || by theorem 3*2
^Pf.|(Bl(J0)t2 (-1(1-1 )(B.U 0}
- 21c llZco(Bt U 0) ||=2k

So the result will follow if the uncondittonal convergence
Bow if Zs(. exists so does ZlB^ U ®) and

of JA, Bt-. can be shown*
2OO(B.U9)
JK0O(B£

m&TlKCoiB-Ue) ~ KGQ(BIU &)] # since oB .is in
c
*c ^
l) #) - 1CO(Bl- if also exists*

theorem 3«8
such that

Given a doubly infinite array of number |f • > 0

Z [LF [(for

every i and a doubly inf inite array

J

of subsets Branch that (bounded) for ©very 3 then
if

J

ZKBrB
it follows that
7 T U .B.cz Co(B)
J
B

0O(Z-2«K 6T

J'oj J

Proof: Given6>0 there exists lf>G such that the norm of
any finite sum of subsots Bk(K >M) is less than £/2*

( L~ 1,

Since

are bounded wo can choose If such the
2 CIlB, 11+

v l|B Kl|]

Excluding, the III subsets 1) 8. • for which
II, j
the finite
c
i J
sum remaining is composed of a set for which i± If, i> H end
one for which i >M*
By the triangle inequality on the norm the first is less
than ^/2«

By construction and theorem 3 A the norm of the

second is also less thanks*

Then the whole sum is less than €

-40~
and the fl BCj areuneond^ttonally mamaable*
Every element of 2T ^flftj ^#81

^2 -of some

element 'of Go ( ^.jj- Bt-) .^ad- eo rwithl® £ of some element of
0o(Z// B-)*

‘

So in the limit by theorem 3*6 T-U'&tx^
db(®5
J

0

1*2 fhe Integral
definition 3.4

If

s

is a set having a cr-ring <£> of measur-

able subsets with respect to a non-negative measure mf then
a function x(<7} on S to H ia called oummable under the parti¬
tion 1T of S

If and only if each %(^)‘ la bounded and the class

of the setsjm( A)x{ A^)] is uncondlttonally sumabl©,*
Definition 3,5

If % is sumraable under fP then the set
^(-)= OoC^ m(/\;)x(^}}

Is called the Integral range of f relative to TT*
Theorem 3*9

If the function as Is summable under two de¬

compositions 7IlP //^ then it is sumsmble under the product
partition fT, fl^tmd

!k)

ir,i\

J

so that any two integral ranges overlap.*
Proof s

With the notation 1t= (At),x{Ac)= Bcai{Ac/dj)= then the hypothesis of theorem 3*8

are stisf ied, so that x is Gumraable under 1T.K and 3 lT[T (xJcL.
She rest follows by symmetry*

Definition 3*6 A function x is integrabi© if and only if
the interion limit of diameters of its integral ranges Is
zero*
theorem 3*10 If x is integrable then the- Intersection of
its integral ranges Is a single element <l(n) of -H»Proof l

Choose ranges of diameters< 1<^ 1/2<l/A<«.

Sine© those are closed and overlap, their intersection is a
point,*

so

Bht every JT^ac) Is closed and overlaps every

this point is In every J^(%) *
Definition 3*7 The J(x) of the preceding theorem is the
integral of x over S*
Theorem 3*11 x( <rh is integrable if end only if to every € > 0
corresponds ff such that under fTthe sot of ^

)x(<dc )| is tm-

conditionally summable with dleaotor< 6 *■
Proof s

Since the diameter is bounded so is each r,{A-) •

theorem 3*2

By

)< € *

This sequence of results give the essentials of the
Blrkhoff generalisation*

The theorems which follow give some

of the properties of this integral.
Theorem 3*12 If the function x(«i Is .infcegrabi© over S then,
it is integrabl© over every set Cofc§to an element of B
which will be called *f(ac*0» and the set function
Is completely additive.

42froofs

Let ff be any partition of. S into sots A<* under which

x(H Is sumrsable* ¥rlte^t*~ 6t<rand/J»(S
)6{
so that
x{ A:^ (b= 1,2), and^mC^*}- a(^c ) * Than by
theorem 3*8

)c'lp(A>^)x(Al)*

®hon^mC<t[

)K{^') +

*7
)*(£>'}
*— m(d'c
t Is of diameter not greater
that & is Inte-grable over <?- •

c
+7®( Ac
)^(£*)C
<L4K)

L- t

ft

than jCd^Cx))

BO

If/r and /Tj.are any two de eompo sit Ions of S into subsets
A^&nd£>*respectively then by theorem 3*8 it follows that

Z*(*/*!)c2

J

n-,^ u.^1 )<=

so that in the limit^d(sc#^t.5'=,J(n)*

How replace S by an

arbitrary set<r"of <£>*
definition 3*8 Tho norm of an intesrahle function is given
by/|5sl|-Sup (l<T(xf<r-51| *
<re&

‘Theorem 3*13 If IT Is any decomposition of S, if the function
^(df) is integrable over every set A-of composition of JT, and
the aggregate Of the J{x, dt) Is unconditionally suimabl© ,
then x io integrahle
Proofs

OTer

3 and J(x)=2 J(x, Aj.

decompose each A by a decomposition Funder which

H J p X-x* Aj "* d{>:|, 4. ) I|< ^/2C.

Then the corresponding

decomposition of S will fee summable, and its integrated
range will be within a sphere of radius 6 of 7 J(%s nt) #
Theorem 3*14

if x{r) and y(0 are integrable functions and |A io

a real number, then p-sc and sc + y are Integrafel©,

x) -

and J(n+y) ^J(x) +J(y) •
froof: If f> < J^x)) c e j then

Is of diameter <26 where V = 2c(<r)

= /*#(%)

is of diameteryuS.

y(ai.

Theorem;. 3* IB The f Init©-valued functions are - everywhere
dense in the space of Intograhle functions»
Proofs

To any Xntegrable function :c(<r) mid 6 >0 there corres¬

ponds a partition "Hof 8 snob that
II ^.(x) % theorem 3«? we can choose n so large that for 0 5 a* ^ in{ 6;}

we hare
||

£

x(U;)||^f/E

mf

Sow define, the finite-valued integrahlo fmiction

n p)*

JL.

if

d;

)> 0»i£ n

m( Si )
(S) otherwise
If

E

c. d|> and we denote B

* A; - E

hyd!-*..

respectively

then 0 - ta{ &;) £ ra( A*)- so that

|| 1_ J£x - »,&I) )l = |/So< £*MA\MH\))IU s/2
*1+1

and since for all i* k

n+/

"

K

@e [ J (x* \

k

~ J(ac* \ )]

L [Jw (*» 4i)

'**

J x

( ; *!)■]

c

then

L

(x* $

-J{x,

6-

)Q

i,l<

Bo that
k

HN Jm(l<e/2

|l l J(x ~

then by the complete additivity of <T(KSB)' vie get

l| <r(3c - u) )| <e
dorollar? ■

It x(cr) is integr&ble on 8 to, x then
x*{J(x))= I X*(x(p) }

•h
'5

for each x*£ a$>9 where the integral on the right Is the
Lobeague integral.

Theorem 3*16

if x is integrable on 5 to X and T: 35 ..... ^ Y Is

a bounded linear transformation: from « to.X: then the function
r(p}= $'[*CP)J
on 8 to Y is also integrabl© and
*(y) = T( J(x))
Proof s

If X(P) is summabl© under TT,' so is y(p)* and

y y) = * [y *)]
this is true for single terms

y( A;). m( dc) * hence also for

W

y( ^)m( dj since T is additive# and under passage to the

45

•*

limit since

T

is bounded#

*

Mm

*'

Xet^CJ^x))

^ 0

ffheoram 3*1? If a function x(o-) is' integrabl© Graves then it is
integrabl© Birhhoff*•
Proofs

fhla is clear since.if It is integrablo Graves then

the Integral is arbitrarily near every Biemam sum
under a suitable decomposition.

Y

Hence it must ■also be

Integrable Birlthoff to the same integral*
2# fhe Price Integral
Price's study of the integral actually tahes: up each of
the methods previously mentioned!

those associated with the

names of Graves, Bunford, BirMioff, Bochmer#

In each, case

he generalises the integral to functions whose values ar#
seta in a Banach spaces.
Her© only his treatment of the Blrkhoff Integral will
be considered#

Aside from his introduction of the ao**cal!ed

convenlficatlon operator, his discussion of the integral
parallels that of BirMioff.

Consequently w© shall be content

here ’with merely setting down, the main definitions and some
of the loading theorems*

Brice's generalisation consists

of replacing Birhhoff 's num©ri©ally“VaXued Integrator function
by an ope rat or-valued function U{y), and the introduction
of a convexifieation operator*,
fho latter Is based on the observation that the convex
hull Co(E) of a set

&

ie the set of all elements, of the

-46fo»Z ot- at. tfhsre

2

Qf

- i#- «a#4- % 6 IS* .

We can think then. of 0 as a convex operator consisting
of the class of all subsets 0 of real numbers with the fol¬
lowing properties*
1* c = {e-}^

0 sn&Z'hi

=

i

0* . 0 - { 01J ts^-'j *' #'
is a coBtinnous operator on ,!S* ■
',If,:,sow the measure function Is operator valued the
generalisation is immediate*
Definition. 3 *9

Ch!' la the class of all subsets t ~ [ 11 J of oper¬

ators on *“ such,that
li

i

.2* %,+ t2 e d*N> e-0**'
3* fhoro exists a constant W depending only on 0® such,
that. for- every 16 0^» and any sot of points at *
—

-9

IIZ^i *til *

xKeH,
Vi

»** I1**1/

. the latter property is added,.In order-to- establish an
existence theorem for the integral*
Definition 3*10 the transform (0s-{k)) by C* of a set IcS,

f£*c where xf c- li and

is the set of all points
if H is null* so is

(T.J

eO#*

.

As actually used in the Integration theory s 0* is

47'

-

constructed team ©a. operator-valued measure function U(<r)*
let S toe an abstract set and $ a tr *ring of subsets containing
8*

let j toe the normed linear space of all operators on s»

Definition 3*11

D(S) is a measure on $ if

1# U(E) is defined for all E e §
2* D(E) e

J

3* 0(B) * 0^>UlE) ©xists and iJ(E) * J"
4* 0(JX) =Jb(X. 5 for sny dis joint sequence {XMJ c- $
With this definition the operator 0** actually used
may toe constructed*

consider the set of all elements of

the forms '

t -[< £ U(E;))' V(Sj)/ } = 1,

t=fo(SjV

,n|

ilm y7/j ■= !....., .n)

the 33^ toeing disjoint sets in ^ *

Estend this class so as

to make it closed under the multiplication
tt * W (t ;ty)f
fhen the class of all ouch subsets t form the operator c**
Clearly definition 3*9 is satisfied, the transform c®(E) toeing
defined as In definition 3*10*
Definition 3*12 (1.) x&n**F(x) eS
(2*)

is a decomposition of 8 into a de-

nusaoratoly infinite sequence of subsets { 'g*J of dis joint
seta in $ having measure O(^)

*40**
(3») tf/r$

partitions* ft] JT^Xo the par¬

JTJKTO

tition formed from all aets^A^which are non-vacuous*
f

^

9

(4.) F(25£,} la the union of the sots F(x) y« £2T^
Definition 3*13 The? aeries ^

converses strongly un-

conditlonally to the sum Str H' if and only If every series

CO
2T

(2^61^5 converges uneondltlonally * and F is the

locus of the sums of those series#
Definition 3*14 If each sot P(<5T?) is hounded and if the
series

2= i u< X?)c»UHX*)

c

is strongly unconditionally convergent* then, its. sum is
the integral range IiP»S#74) F.(x) with respect to th©
partition /£*
Thmrmn 3*18

If the ranges I{P*S

the range 1 {F * 8 * irt

) * I(F»S,Z£_) exist

t1t

so does

*

Theorem 3*19 If X(F,S#^)t I{P9B»7Tj are integral ranges of
F then
I(F,3f JT^ertiW

tS$ ft/

)0 I{F»S 7f )
#

so that any two integral ranges overlap*
Definition 3*15 A function F(x) Is intograble if and onlyif the inferior limit of the diameters of its
ranges is aero.

intergral

Theorem 3*20 Xt F'Cx) is Iniograble theft th© intersection
of its integral ranges is a single element
dtf(x) Of £•
Definition 3*16 She element^F(n) do{>:} of the preceding
theorem Is the integral of F{x)' over S-*
theorem 3*21 P{ic) is iirbegrahlo if, and only If to every €> 0
there corresponds a partition77suoh that

is strongly ■unconditionally convergent and its sum hm dla*
meter leas than d> 0*
Theorem 3*22 If the measure function U(x) is a numerically*
valued function a (sc) and if c* is replaced by so then
F)

and

(Pr) J p(2£)fim(3s)> tf(F)
A*

flie Blrkhoff integral is then a special case of that of Price

ommm- xv
Banach Xhta&rala of Youaft Tvn©
.Characteristic of

tom®1® approach to Integration Is

the successive enlargement of tho class of int.ogr&ble
functions by appending at each- stop., all limit© of con¬
verging, sequences*

This method is one of the most natural

to apply ant .is susceptible of a. good deal of general i sat ion.
The typo of integral obtained will vary if we alter the
basic functions which form the first intsgrabl© class, or
If we chango the typo of convergence required.

Thus in

Young1 s hands# starting with simple l*functions and
simple u-functlons and requiring monotone convergence#, two
applications of tho method load to a definition of the
Lobeague integral*
In 1933 Bochnor £3U usedthls method to define an Integral
on a Banach space*

A vector-valued function is defined to

measurable if it is almost everywhere the limit of simple
functions*

It is sumsable if it- is measurable .and its

norm is lebesgue summable.
Define the integral of a simple function In the usual
way*

Then tho integral of a sumraable function is defined to

be tho limit of the integrals of the sequence of simple
functions converging almost everywhere to the function.
Included in this chapter is a discussion of the Bottle
integral.

This Is not an Integral of Young typo, but is

included bare since it greatly facilitates a discussion
of the Bodmer integral *
In the Introduction %m have seen how it is possible to
use the dual apace si** to shift problems of convergence
and continuity from the space St bach to the complex domain*

Q>;(?)3 is continuous

fhus x(<f) la weakly continuous if
for all x* £st»*

A sequence ^(f)- is weekly convergent it

ae*C ^{t)J is convergent for all x* G 31**

Similarly a

function x(f) nay be said to be weakly integrable over the
set B if x* Jjs&{%)2 is integrable lebesgue for all x* 05 and
if there is an element x(E) such that

for all x*
fhie weak integral is what we here call the Bettis
integral*

It is more general than that of Bodmer with which

it coincides for countably-valuod fmotions, so that if a
function is integrable Bodmer then it is Integrable Pettis
andtho integrals coincide*
fhe first section contains a discussion of measurability
In a Banach apace while the second section discusses the
Pettis and Bochner integrals*
1* Measurability of Vcctor-Valued Functions
Definition 4*1 (1)

X{T§)

is weakly measurable, if the numeri¬

cally valued functions x* Y?:(f

are measurable for each

3?{'13 Is strongly measurable if there exists a

sequence of countably valued functions converging almost
everywhere in S to bli® function x(£)*
theorem 4*1
set for

If -x'( & is weakly measurable andf^a determining

x then llx«) II is mensurable*

JProof s let r=i^n\

*

)3? *

fhmfkll = Sujfe* Tjxli

By hypothesis

x ■Jgj is measurable in S hence so is the suprernum and so also
isllxjj *
theorem 4*2 A ■ vector valued function is strongly measurable
if and only if it is weekly measurable and almost separably
valued*
Proof: Suppose x(|f} is strongly measurable*
null set

there is a

inland a sequence Jx^of countably valued

functions such that I he ~

x^lfao as n -*<x>tav each x not in £0*

If ?r-(5 j£* then
1 K«^=e{f) - x»(J)])-*0
for each 35 not in 3&* se*£^

is me&surhbl© and so is x«|xj

as the a*©* limit of measurable functions*
weakly measurable.

The set. of values of

Thus x($). is
form a

countable set.

Form the least closed subspace containing

it •

%el is in.this subspace and hence is separable*

Then sc (S -

Thus. x(S) iE almost separably valued*
Conversely suppose. xCg) separably valued*

Since II may

be replaced by the least closed linear aubspac© containing x{8)

we may as well assume S Itself is separable*
preceding theoremHxft la measurable*

fhen by the

Let

a

. - (#(I!I£ °]

Then
BO€(£>$XI&

x(^) - ::0

is woahly measurable on S0for each x0£ a* . Again by the
preceding theorem lln(^) * 3to(^)J| la measurable la S0.
How x(B) '- is separable so that there will exist a sequence
{xn| -dens© la x(8).«

Given € > 0 we define
r

y*. s. 3§]

V
Them

En

is is^> and

Usn *

Bc since [xA"| is dense In

%(s).

Setting.
UE

V*«-

w© .see that the set
UPn » S o •

K< n

K

are measurable, disjoint and that

How define
X

6

n - 1,2,,

:<A for ^ in Fn
8

for Etn s ~ s0

x(|) is countably valued and |l%(^) -

(|5||< 6for all |ss,

Then x(|) is the uniforrn limit of countably valued functions
and la thus strongly measurable*.
Corollary 1* A function x(^) is strongly measurable if and

only if it Is the uniform limit' almost everywhere of a aequuehce
of countably valued functions*
Corollary g*

If g is separable * strong sad %reak measure

ability are equivalent*
Theorem. 4*3 {!*) Xf x( ^ }» g( £) aw? strongly measurable and
^ s^ar© constant bhea^cC |f
(S* ) If

f (p

^g{ |) is strongly iseasurablei

is a measurable. nueerloally valued

function .and x(|) is strongly measurable then f(px(p is
also-strongly measurable*
(3*5 If x(p is the limit a.e. of a sequence
of strongly measurable function, then it is stronglymeasurable*
(4*) if

%{§)

Is the weals limit of strongly

measurable function then it is strongly measurable*
(5*)

It

x(|) is the limit In measure then (3): is

true*
Proof: Properties (1) and (2) follow from the definition*

(3*) For x€E0

<o(B0)‘- 0}#xn-*x.«

end such that x^Ji-SL}' is separable*
sero*

ihen3B^* 3#8J<Eiv)' - 0
F» tiE

is of measure

The least closed linear aubspace xe containing [xn(S«Fn)]

(n - 1*2* $
measurable and

is separable and contains x(S-FA )*
M. . ..^a^Cx}

V

C s»* and

KPS-F*

is weakly measurable and almost separably valued*
same arguemont will prove .('4)* (5)
subsequence xA

... ^ x strongly a*©*

if x

s^(s }

Is
%

SO X(J)

The

^ x in measure

then apply argument in. (3)*

55definition. 4*2 (1)

Tte&

oporat or-valued function U( |) is said

to be. uniformly measurable in.,8. 11‘ there Is a sequence of
countably valued operator functions la C{H#X) converging al¬
most everywhere to t?{|:) in the uniform topology*
{2} t3(|) Is strongly measurable .in 8 if the:
vector-valued function b(|"5[xj is strongly measurable for all
X £ .m*

'

•(3) 1*<f) is weakly measurable' if y^ { V(p[x]J
is measurable for all x £ 3$ and all y®6T&
definition -4*5

A set function x(E) on <£> to £ Is strongly

(weakly) countably additive if for every denumerable sequence
of disjoint' subsets In <$>
<50

*(

:c{E^ )
71*'

where the sues converges in the norm (weak) topology *
theorem 4.4

If n<E) is weakly countably additive on 3? to

% then

| be (K) l|

Proof s

fhis is true In the numerical case s so )3s**[»:($j| Is

is bounded on

&*

bounded' in $ ¥ x« £ &**,* fhe result now follows from the uni¬
form boundedness theorem*
tfe now wish to ahm that a weakly countably additive set
function is also strongly countably additive* In order to do
this

-m

must first prove two lemmas,*.

tea 4*1

If ECU: whore- 3* has a. countable base £bn^, then E

-56is compact in n if and only if £ is bounded and
K.

uniformly for x in S

Proofs

if $4- is an operator such that f ^ x *3£-fch©tt from a.

sequemce la E we car extract a subsequence fx,J ouch that
HOT,- X
l

/THJ

and

= a; exists for all a

m

1

lin / T. xmb • = x
?l

I

6

uniformly with respect

assumption and XimZ'f - x b- exists for all a*

m

to m by

/W

Then by the

' * ‘

double limits theorem 21a

exists and E is sequent i&lly:

m
compact* hens© compact*

Conversely if £ is compact then

f^{x)=2Ix.bsis convergent henco ©qui-uniformly continuous*

For any

£ >03 A0* 3> * Vn
\U*n(x)H< JblWH * 4
There are x's#***>xA(,= ) in £*3* for x«S and some i=i*29*.*r(e)
£

|lx~xMI< S5tn(

/3§Se)

<L <€

There exists n>h=*Ufn(x1)-x

Then for some n> 'll-

\\

/3

i*l»2» *»»« //

c
*3£ £ IS and soac i we act

r
II ffl
{x)~x IJ -Hf (x)-f (x ) || + II t (s* )»■%.*// + //It ‘■St
*1
fl
IX

corollary

II < <f

B:C j&p(l£p<») is compact if and only if 1 is

bounded and
lias £_\ x. | - 0 'uniformly with respect to (x;i) €E
n
»*«
letsiaa 4*2 If Z*un Is weakly unconditionally convergent then
lim 7~ \x*{u ) \ = 0
n
If
miformly on tbs unit sphere
Prooft

of

Givoir any increasing sequence of integersT° {nlsnz»***«3

by assumption there is sb x £ 3£ snob that
2T %*£io
*e7T

for all st* .In #?*»■

- = 2t*(.3t
w

*

5

ffiesi ZLI x*{ti }j <a>for each x* in

-Befine V(3E*) «*

on

to •(/)'*

¥ is .linear and

doss! mid by tbs closed graph theorem also continuous*

We

wish to show .that it is- also compact*
bet % bo the dosed linear extension of

Since

is

tbs weak limit of elements in % it Is also the strong Unit
and hence is in B*, . . .,
bet

. .

....

bo a sequence in the emit sphere S**, [y*| the

restriction of jx*|os if*

this gives jy,jj in If**

X'being

Separable there exists a subsoqueneo tarx j converging to y* In

J

the weak® topology of X#*

~S;8«

$*. to. x*. %n

"by the Hafcn^Ban&oh theoroia#.

the

sot of characteristic functions of the sobtffTat integers
'form
W>a fttsateiontal set in (m) = (. /) »

If At oan he shown, that for

each £ iii. such a AimAaioentai sot

lto£C?{3C* }) = £<V|sc*)}.‘
J

Then V hoing contineous .it will, follow that V{%- ..} comrergee
*
-»
ve&hly to V(x0 ) in {#}>* Bat
*.*<*»■> =

7J€ 7T

yvb*))
»' O

Bat weak oanvorgoae© An CV) Applies strong convergence
no that #(x * )'• oono'orsoa An norm to ?(?*) or ?(■£«■):£{/} is
compact in (/) #

Th© conclusion mu follows by the corollary

to lessaa 2*2*

Th&or&m 4*3 A weakly unconditionally convergent series Is
nseessarlly strongly unconditionally convergent*

§moti

latTfho a snbsoquorio© of integers*

there is an x

in S snots. that
) - &Hxj

HJS?(u

net

for each

n

in f!®*

Sion

WC7T
IV

Sup[H|x‘s-(nn}|]
x*eX*

^

% hypothoal#

and by lemma 4*2. the right hand member‘goes to aero m M -* co
Theorem 4*6

If 3$ (0 ih

countably s^i!L1ih^0 on J*** to

then it Is also strongly countably sd&ltive
Proofs
-

OK

A

# to H:*

bet E^ be a sequence of disjoint sots in$ and 7T-

{». «a;i,.„r ) ©ji arbitrary subsequence of integers*

If

x(8) Is -weekly countably additive then.

ac*fx( U SL)]*Z"x*[ ac{B )']
nerr

for all x#£ R**

HCTT

fh$& Fxi£n} is weakly unconditionally

convergent, henoe strongly uncordit tonally convergent.

Definition 4*4 A cot function x(:S) on 3? to H is said to bo
(1) Absolutely continuous relative to a r^ftnit©
measure m(K) If for
€ > 0 3 S > 0* ^ *

itCB5<J’=^lb:CE5 H<

G

(2) Strongly absolutely continuous relative to m(s)
if for each
£ > o] JV®*}* 2^ ||x(l}|| < c
rv
for each sequence &K of disjoint sets each that Z*t®,}4
ffhqorem 4*6

If is. weakly countably additive on 1* to 1

and if m(B) *

» ©

then. x(B)- ie absolutely continuous

relative to ®(E}*
Proof i

the theorem is true in the numerically-valued case

and hence for all functions of the form sc® [&(£)] for each
Ht Mow suppose the theorem false# ‘Then there exists
and a sequence fs* £ C i5 3 l|x(S/<)||

> 2 c while m(£K) < l/2k#

How
11m a( Us
7t

and there exists x*

71

<

) = 0

K

such that llx^ li = 1 end for which :t*{x(E))

is greater than 2f . But x**(x(B)) is absolutely continuous
relative to m(E) • There exists an n, such that
\x*(x(B))|

< € V® c UBK
K

Set F;»

B

1

'

Uffi
k
K?n

so that

t

llx(F, >)j

2

lxf(x(F )) \ >

€

and F( is disjoint from Ek for k ? a * Repeat for E^ >obtaining
nz >

n, and F =■

joint from F^

E^ -

UEK

and from E^for k

such that II x(P )I1 < c , Fz dis¬
2

nt*

Proceed In this way to obtain a sequence {FK £of disjoint
sets with llxCF^) II > s

But then by the preceding theorem

II sc(F) II > £ converges in norm to x( 0 Pj end this implies
K

|<

K

llx{F )ll —► 0* Contradiction*
2* The Pettis and Bochner Integrals
theorem 4*8

If x(^) is weakly measurable and xft.(x(^)) € L{S,a)

for each stte 5t« then there is an x*HJ €

such that
dm

for aH x* £ 3*f
Proofs

set

F{xh) = j da
5

It if clear that F If defined and linear on If It only
remains to shew that It is bounded* Define W(st^) - stO(»c(s})
On 3tw

i(0|®)i Since W Is closed, hi the. closed graph

theorem it' Is also bounded* fhen

s
SO F

itself is

hemde&#

'

Because #f this theorem it is possible to write

If It is possible to replace x*# by an element of 31 then
the. resulting integral la called the fettle- .integral*.

SMinibiiai 4*5 A function %{|) on n to m is said to' be integrable (Pettis) if and only If theirs is an element x(£)
of R corresponding to 'each B e £ such' that.

J" x*K%(|) )dm
s
for all x*g w* triune* the integral On the right is supposed
to. exist in the sense of Xebosguo* By definition '

J

£*

theorem 4.9

If 3S Is reflexive than §) 1ft Pettis Integrable

if end only if **(*(£} ) € fc(S#m) for each *» f
Proof!

Shift is clear by theorem 4.8>

Theorem 4.10 (!) An integrable function is weakly measurable*
V

(2) The integral, is uniquely defined#
, '.(3). it xx(E\#
are

) are Pettis lntegrable ©o

^at;4_+ ^3?2«md

/>!*,

+

(4) 4 simple function Is integrabl© and
Jx( f )dm

where xC'f ) is x Kon

E

)

Ek*

(5) If 3S Is the space of real numbers# the
Pettis integral coincides with that of Lebesgue*
Proof s., These, results follow from the definition# ■
Theorem 4.11

If se.(-f ■) is Pettis integrable then

3dm

is strongly countably additive and absolutely continuous
relative- to .&($} *

Proof! let

c£

be disjoint*

**<*,»£ )~f
»•<*( 5 >■)= Z )
J

^

UEK

**<*C?))*»® 7

W

V

This is weakly countably additive and hence strongly counta¬
bly additive and absolutely continuous by theorem 4*6*
Theorem 4*12

If T Is a linear bounded transformation on the

Banach space % %&■ tfe© Bsnaeb space. Tvtth- the sang scalar
field and if
m&

■

B(^}£X

la integrsble Pettis# so is

■

■ :
Wt *r . |

Proof s

For eyery

defined fey y*{T(&)) —

w there is a unique x^(c Kf sc® =

%*{%.) t and
f{3?C

~ jl

vHm%e))

for every y*£- if
Ifaserem 4*13

.If (I) is any integral definition for functions

on S to $ such that the preceding theorem to tree and such that
the integral reduces to that of Lebssgue for * real, them if
x$%) is Inte&rshls ($} it is also Integrable (Pettis)*
Proofs let I he the space of reals so that f becomes a bounded
functional on ** fhe result follows from the preceding theorem*
Definition 4*6

A countably valued function x(^) on i to M

is imtegrabl© Boehner if and only if A jc(f) |[ is intograble
(Lebesgue) and by definition

whord

x(^)= 3t^ on®K*

fheorem 4*14

For .countably valued functions the Bodmer and

Pettis integrals coincide*

Broof*
(p

as* [f x(^dm ] - 2

/i

* fl E)~ 1 s«Cx(f))An

J&
J&
Definition 4*7 A function x(f) On S to M la intograble (Bochner)
4

it and only if then© exists a sequence of countably valued
Intolerable functions x 4f)

converging almost everywhere to

*<S> and' such that
liffl

l )|*(*f )

Ti^oo'

x^t) || dm = 0*

By definition

(B)

x(^}dm =

lin

J

(B)

for each E 6 Cp .
Before this definition can be accepted if must be veri¬
fied that the limiting operations required are meaningful end
define a unique integral* Since
then 1\ x(^) «■ x^Cfill

*<f>

is strongly ©easurabl©

is measurable and 11® C } *<?) - »„{? ) II = 0

is meaningful* Also
I

A

X.
>i

//*^3dm U

jI

xn ~

f ^

l/das

* x [l dm +^f /( x ~ x jl dm

so that the integralsJ xn(^)dra form a Cauchy sequence and
the limit of the integrals of the sequence of function® de~

£im$. a unique Integral»
Theorem 4,15

Every Boctenor integrate!© function Is ml so Pott is

Integrate!© ana the integrals colneMo*
Proof s. ‘Suppose 3c(f) Boolmor integratel©* the Integral being
defined by the sequence Then x*(:xM) converges almost
everywhere. to

X*<JR)

in the seen of order on© for ©ash x«*€X*

so that
3Ch(f )dia

J

3

J*** J_

dra-^

^

£#Cx)dsu

'k

But *«* is continuous In the norm to polony so the;
_
r
?
rfi [ I x (£}dm ~\ -> 3C* ‘ £ x( f) dm ]
Jr ^

Jr

and so
3£» L

x {^}dai j = ^3t» £>:(£) J dm

ior .all as* £• it

Corollarys

The Bodmer Integral is strongly countably addi¬

tive and absolutely continuous relative to m(B) ♦
Theorem 4*16

A necessary .and. sufficient condition that *<1>

on. 3 to IS be integratel© Boclmer is that x{%) be strongly
measurable and that
(ss(t)j|

Proof i

dm <<*>

if 3t(^) Is (B) integr&bXe )(xjl is measurable* If
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defines the integral then

r
llx<?)ii a* 4. n*te - *»fs)ii t
for each a* Conversely let x(|) be strongly measurable and
ll*(^)ll

summable* Set 3

0

=(

II se(1i)|/> 0 * Then Sb

Is in^5 and so there is a subdivision of 3
sets f

(£) such that Q a-

each n ;> 1« Then given 6 0 3

U

into disjoint

By, and 0< ia(^)<°° for

a countably valued function

such that
IU L_ | n (f) - x(f)ll < ^/(8?*»(8W))

On 8„ *

Define
2$g(?)- (

x £ (?) for f6Mn==r1*2**— .)
0

for f £ S - Sc

so that is countably valued and
||* Cf) * * {f) II da <2.

a{S>J}=£'

1-

Also*
filler >1/ dm <= j"|lJ^(?) * *(f) l| d® t- ^l|*€f)ll da < CD
so that for a sequence 6*-? 0 there Is a sequence of
eopntably valued functions approximating x(f) and so x(f) is
lntegrable Bochner#
Corollary?

Suppose

is Boehner lntegrable* Set S^f l u x(? )W >1

Then given. 6 > 0 there exists a subdivision of S0 into disjoint

sets Etf such that for arbitrary ^rE^the function

1

fov

ne(f) * (’ &(fk)

©

( k “ 1,2,

)

for ^ £ s *•

is countably valued, integrabl© and satisfies the relation

|J*(f> - x&if)l&m
It we let S(S,&9m) be the class of all Bochner integrabl©
functions on S to x relative to the measure a, then we have
the followings
ShS2£So 4,17

V*2€B(S,K.B>

B(S,X,BJ5

and a*,

X

Constanta =^»

and

4

j % dm<

z-X.^ ^ t dm

',X| +

theorem 4,18 x(i) £ 0(8*11,m) ^
l| m^dm l| <

\j|x(D// dm.

)e
Theorem 4«1£

3Sh(^)^B(S*ll*a> tyn- and

llm

(|lx (?) - *M(?) II dss = 0

J

implies that there exists 8(8»3t,ra) such that
~

If y( f) has the same property then
everywhere and

■=» 0,

)= X^{%) almost

■*•63'**

liss
Broof t

lat^Cf) dm

■

{

Select a subsequence^

such that

l
lntt. * xM||dm <: 1/2

l)
E

J

4

op

Tli® sepias x /) 1 + 71*
2
“J

,3 converges Tor almost

all ^ * The sum xC^s) then must he strongly measurable and
/)

is integrable* so 3sC§> <aB(8,S9ra)* For a fixed

n the

function U 3^ * ^ |( is dominated by a fixed lntegrable func¬
tion for all i» and
t/x « xw{/ for almost all's

list l|

So

i/
/lx * xMl)ds
Theorem 4*20

1/2"

n 7nJ

With the- norm

x(%)H =* ( Ux(f })I dm
The space B(09£,m) becomes a Banach space*
Proof i This follows by the preceding theorem*
Theorem 4*20 Clebosgu©
tnrmtiirrr-fl-m- *

It x (?) £B(S.»3*#a}

comfdrge sue* to x{f) and if there is a fixed, function p<f>
in L(39m) such- that l( J= <<s>|h n>r all n and § then

%(^) Q Bf8*ifc»tt) mnd
11m
Proof;

C?)dm

- ^x(^)dm

By means of functionals reduce to the Bebeegu© eon*

vergenee theorem*
ffheogem.4»22

fhe Bodmer Integral le completely additive

with, respect to sets*
‘riieorea 4.23 fhe Boehner integral la strongly absolutely
eontlBuousv
theorem- 4.24 let T be a closed' linear transformation on
n to X. If 25(f) ^

for all S 6
proofs
giving

and ®then

and E. - &*

Obtain two subdivisions of B 0~ £?| n set-s) a> 0^ one

m

<~~approKIraation to scff) the other an

mat ion to T(:c(f)). let I!
and let ^

E

<c-~appro3ci-

be a common refinement of those two

• then def ine

%(?) ~
and on S «■ S e>jfr(££) ~ 0 * Thou

Xim f (*2Jt( f
n
^

*{%)

for ?£ E H (n - X, )

B))>

Since ! is closed then f x^(^)dm0}(!r) and T( (x (f )dm)

equals tli© Integral off f (kfe(^))* How choose a sequence
then the integral off

' approaches the integral off

Ttj
theorem 4*25

x( $) dm -o

^ ff(

0.

x(%)'

and

Jf( ( ) .
n <0 dra

Iff E ^0 lebesgue measurable in a k-dimenaional

Euclidean space, r~ ? <r, $ ri, .

. and 3c(v) is a

Bochner Iniogr&ble function then for almost ‘all ? :

i/(s^ )K

xin

r

|\

%((?) **

x(S)l\

d^P — e>

CGSfl
where c{ 'f > ^ } is the cube ’f-+*V--£ o\-^ §^+ **
Proof 1 Me nay suppose,

JC(^5

is separably valued, let

a denumerable set dense in x(E^)* Then by
Ilia

1/(2

i ~ !«..... «&

tf

be

Lebesgue* 0 theorems

Ulx(e) * x^ll 4<P* li3s( $ -

xvll

JcG,V>
for almost -all ^ and each n,hence for al&ost all f and all n.
Iff the above relation is true at.. ^ for all n* ^iven 6> c>
choose x „ so that (J :c(f) - %
Ha

1/(2^ )K \\ss(<r) * *(f )ll

n

II <£* fhen
&<h~ liQ

1/(2^ )Kf || x(r)

xHu

-t i\x n - x(f) 11 3a ^ ^ 2 cGorollary Is

Iff x{<r-)6S(E,#*) then for almost all £

J.i» i, ^

x{tr)d<r=

x{?)

i ( ijx(cr) - x(t)

dtf-c 0

Corollary .as

I?

yH) =

(B) ^ x^d*1- then y(f) is strongly
CL

absolutely continuous and has a .strong derivative almost ©very
where' equal to the integrand x(^) •

On the other hand there may exist functions which are
absolutely continuous yet nowhere strongly differentiable#
Such a function-is the on© defined on p*2i to the space X Of
functions bounded on the' closed unit interval#'

CHAPJEE If
the BUnford Integral.
flie preceding, extensions lists' been based on a direct
generalisation of the Memaim definition by , a . change of to¬
pology or' in, Bochner^a cane by folloi/ing the Noting .approach
throtigb simple touchions# Busford in 1935 introduced a fresh
approach by resorting to'the sobbed by which rational# are.
extended to reals by -moans of equivalence .classes of Cauchy
sequences.
Bunford noticed that if the space of continuous functions

\\f \| = J\f (u) I ds the resulting space Is not

is normed by

complete* complete the space in the. usual wey* fhe result is

A

the Lebesgu© integrahle functions* BOpeatihg the process with
p
11 •)
one gets the space &p* HOw this idea is
adapted to vector-valued functions may by seen from the £ol~
lowing sequence of definitions and theorems* Because the
proofs are so similar to the real ease* they will not be re¬
peated here*
Definition

5*1

let

o(

be a completely additive set function

on a o“**‘fieXi of subsets' of n-dimonsional Euclidean space
containing the Borel measurable sets*. .let

^(E) be its total

Variation os F» and S0(E) the'class of all functions uniform..sly continuous on E*
ihooram 5*1

Xf f is in. S0(E) then, the following integrals exist

^ {M

lim

<) = f H f(p)« af

Z^-SUP*)^^) - f |lf(p)|| a<v

-nCffi-?* Jg

isj^Z^f(pK> ^(sR)- (

f(p>

a?

f(p)

d<\

C"
c^(!Js)

x

f

where- the last, two are talcen to converge in the norm topology*
Definition ®*2

%f f€ S0(JS), ll*<P)ll*j ||f(p)|| aj*

With this norm a Cauchy sequence may b* formed and we.
agree that any two Cauchy sequences K\>1 g^s are cquiva- g^ )I ■<*€>.

lent if 1) f
Lemma 5-1

$o each class of equivalent Cauchy sequences .of

functions in Sc(E) corresponds uniquely except for a set, E
sucht that -^(E0 ) — 0, a function t(p) on E to M such that
If

a

Cauchy sequence in the class defining

there is a subsequence with
almost uniformly with respect to

tip) then

fyH .{ P ) converging to f{p)
on Eh

Furthermore- the

limits

lia ^ f^do( ,

lira | £^&p

p

lip J M f„ W d<^

9

lip ^li f^i aft

.all exist end are independent of the. particular Cauchy sequence
in the class of equivalent Cauchy sequences*
Definition 5*2

A function f (p) is said to he summable with

respect to ^ on E If It is the correspondent * in the eons© of

the preceding Ionian* of some class of equivalent Gaucher se¬
quences of function© .in S6(E)* *Bm class of all siwrasabl© func¬

tions will be denoted by S{E)*
definition. 5 #3
given

If f(p) is in S(B) its Integral Jf{p)d°< is

by {f (p)d°< “

lira

J ?yt(p)&°<

where ^fy,\ Is any sequence

in the class defining f(p}* Similarly for th© other integrals*

Theorera 3*2

With the norra/jfjJ-J^ // £(p){{ &J3 the ao2*m@d linear

space S(K) becomes a Banach space*
fheso theorems give the essentials of the Bunford ■ genera¬
lisation* It is then shown that this integral has some of th©
properties of the Leboegue integral In that it is absolutely
continuous with respect to <X and has complete additivity with
respect to sets* if c\ (E) is the lebesgue measure then • the class
S(B) coincides with the clads of Bochner integrabi© functions
and the integrals themselves coincide#

CHAPTER VI
Integra Is

OR

a Locally Convex Space

■ Por the final two generalisations we leave the Banach
spaces and define integration in a locally convex lineal?
typological apace* The space is no longer normed, although
it may b© paou&o-normed*

A

variety of topologies say he put

upon it by varying the type of neighborhood defining that
topology* Thus a single definition of integration leads to
several integrals in the several topologies.
It.is this property that lends such an integral interest
from the Banach space viewpoint* for as will be seen the single
definition of integration due to Phillips,

EkG

leads, for

different types of neighborhoods* to the integrals of- Blrkhoff
and Bettis, and through them of course to those of Graves and
Boehner,
If wo say that a topology
sty*-? x ia'J”,
space

n

implies x

^ is

stronger then ^when

in 0”L then if v© impose on a

topologies ranging in strength fro® the now to the

weak then the Phillips definition will lead to integrals
ranging, from the Blrkhoff integral to the Pettis integral in
order of inclusion*
In the first, section nr© collected some preliminary defi¬
nitions and properties of locally convex spaces* In the second
section will be found a discussion of the Phillips integral
while in the third a slight generalisation of the Phillips

Integral leads Biek&rt UOJ to m integral in terms of -which
a iladon-Hikorlym theorem nay ha stated#

.

1* Bocdilv Canvas: Spaces '
definition 6#1 A topological linear space ($L8) i* 4 linear
space .31 with a topology defined by a system

of subsets

such that
■ i*

G 7/J

a* fl tr -

a itetf

*> * fcoDy

l

3* o 6^S ^ 3

^ £/l(f . v tK w

4. U 6®=^ 3 V e/14* 3<R?C0 for real
5# for every x£3* and U €/^2 °{

real #3 •

/}. yoU 1
22

definition 6 #2 A locally convex topological space i© a TLS
^

0 £ /f/f

0 1" 0 G 2tr

With this added condition the nsighborhoode U become
ordinary Convex set©*
Definition 6*3

A

fIB ft will he said to ho pseudo-aermed with

respect to -a directed set D if there exists a real valued ftmc-

tional l|sell, asriaea for all *£ * and each 1 £ t t) .
1# n x || > d( n sell - 0 ^
2*

H x H, := |ciil llxlj for all real

3* given ©GBnl

» a)
<*.

and ©veby x£ S

d<c B *3*

H x -t y lle 4 11 x 1t H y W
A*. ^ xll >, H x\l for A > e and all x £ft*
j
e
A pseudo-norm is said to he triangular if

X»y 6 *

j\ x-t- j\\

x,y£ «
d «i
j

fheorera 6*1

imd d£" S

Any ieeally^ooavex $LS may b© given a triangular

pseudo-norm•
,pf oof s let D be

ordered by Inclusion*

|| sc||+ = inf

Define for u ^4J(

\ &>0
£ \\%\\J ,11“ x |i^

|| x )lu-max

Then ll *dlu is a triangular pseudo-norm
It is clear that for a fixed Uf^|| xllu may be used
to form a topology by means of the neighborhoods'

l| ^ ll^ ^ ^
As will be seen from the next theorem, such neighbor¬
hoods, hence the topologies* may also be defined by subsets
of the dual , space

,

throughout the restof this section unless otherwise
stated j& will be a locally-oonvex topological linear space.*.

Theorem 6.2

For each 11

there

^xjll |ae»(x)|<l
Proofs

It can be shown,’Qlehausen,^ that given u if^ffor every

X0<5x3 ££**3* |x*(x)|^Hx)|a oad |x*(x0)|a || xjlu
Ihen pick \^c s* as the set corresponding to

IU 11,-1 "$ *

If
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zc,$. ||?;|lu then

<r |\x|lu< 1 80 that

UC^scj | X«(3C5|< l V
Conversely if | xS!{>')|<| and \\ x|\^-0 }<*^«
\xJKax )\ = l=\\ax\\^|)x)kl
\a|
fhe inclusion time works both ways

M before if B CL E m denote by 2 % the set of all sumo
Z.%

(b(-0^)[ •

If E.1C1 is a finite set of positive Integers

then [JI ]>CI21 iieans LBjlSOP* Shen for a countable class
$B^
of subsets YL XB-1
Is the set of all sumsTB
1
^
t/('
TA/3
Definition 6*4j^B'd is sumnable with respect to 0

it 3£j%} * 3 *

forpl, LK^iscljlli -gBi
||<l
lN
•

‘‘evil
»l
i® ausaubl© to x

H with- respect to

U if 3 [&J

«

for Dfl^l

W'ZA
1
njic

« X)I<I

2. The Shilling. Integral
The functions to be considered aro defined on an
abstract sot S on which there exists, a <r«fiel& -of measurable
sets with respect to a non-negative completely additive
measure function n*
Being the Blrkhoff slant* we may define for a partition

TT-$/$ and a set g, the integral range of the function x(<r) ass

Mx$&) -[^xC® C[kc M^ri A-)
A/
Definition

6«5 x(cr) will "be Said to be ?-Integrable if for

every S^.(J>3^Cx»B)£3fe*^ * given U £^f3Hu for which
.

_ G

(x,S)

U[i

is uncon&itionslly suramable to J{xs&) with respect to 0*

if

this is so then w© define
(P)
lot© that if BOS then

Jg

||B||u^

xfcr)dn

l implies 3C.0,

Also the

topology of. a TLB is uniform so that if ■ lI 6^Is a neighbor¬
hood of 9, then

0-|-d(%#l) is a neighborhood of

E)>

This

being so, the condition, for'integrability merely state©' that
there is an element

1 sueh that for any neighbor*

hood 'Xf-jOt 3{%t&) a partition

may he found each that the-

Bum^ x(E QAc)m(E 0&c) are eventually contained 1ft fcp
Theorem 6*3 If J^C'Xj.E} is unconditionally ouamfblo to #{%,%)*
with respect to U, then for my flzJl »4^.(xsS) Is uncondi¬
tionally sumambl© to l(x,S) with respect to 4U.
Proof!

Suppose E — S|7ZT

3

fij*

Then there existsX.I'0.9* for

!

M’-Bt]

(X K(.4)ntCA>' - J(x,5})^ u
cm
»

If ^/4J.^is a partition of X, then /7^ff|(t».1^l.»2<> )
Is a partition of.S*
Before proceeding with the proof we shall prove the
following?

•So¬

lemn,?, t If

>0 and X^C £ such that

then tliars exists

If | *If 1 H (

*c -4L
J «iv/+l

>1\ XX <l/2

0

ancl JlziA^miA*-)+ X,c b. U.+1/211
^

J

J

Proof of 'leraaat

Sine© TJ- la convex
m

b U 3C0jx• lA.)ta(4)+ X/l
L

V

‘

denoting

n

1

*~T

£i&p*&pL

)

53(^3-,
1

t

u

we have^f x(/£)*»(^

i
Sow

I

|[ x{X )ra(yl.5 -f-xjl u <b4

so there exists M^>0 *3*
\\ s(4)m{4i))|it+lYLllji<T4i

How 0.^

v 1 as n

^oo so^n^/)* if n> nj then

HU - 0^} X |lw< 1/2

A

and ||(1 - 0^} x(^4 )m(A)||u<

1/2^

so then 7. n (^OmG^p-j-X^b.U -HJ/21 for n^nc-

J

a

This proves the lemma*

He turning to the theorem, the

)

lemma will be applies successively to the elements ofjjfj] (I,e
to the corresponding subsets/^ in the partition^” )*
is the

number so chosen and let

XL

Then

-|'l1.1

Suppose
*1^^.

, .
)’+7C4*<•«?(&»#)]

-T »(A
ag-4- t*
bc =Zi/^

J

BU I

«

' _ JL
*»
^2 f4^t4pa(A|)] * d(x*s)jc (Z. 1/2°) tic air
How define i£L&>] * 4 = i*

nowhere (1*3)

denote respectively the superscript and subscript of -/K •
if now p2\? the terns of(ydOm5 not in the preceding
J
o
sum may be split into two partes
Z; containing only terse from >:{A^), i&JU]

T

II

tl

Then there exists Jj^]

II

II

a 16 [):?*]

disjoint frost. 13 ®<*ch that

/

2^

c

-'

V"*”
teWa °
<5o Dfx(A )m( A)3 (where [H] f) [ft ]s ©)
L
^]

Also:

2*crz*c-4 >■«'4 )c7 H*<4 >»<H
ceM]ce!W

J

j

OS

5

"5

In th© (i*J) of21, j >3ft^

i:T*&)]

that

BO
A

X<

£K

vM

By convexity* ’’7 ■ x( A )n( £> )C 1/2^ 0
Z—. ^ fc.
<7

2T#cr ^ 1/2 oc u
Finally if 72 7S

7~ )sn<6‘-) « Jp:,s) c au futijc 4ti
v

ffheorem 6*4

d

J

If f Is a linear continuous* transformation on &

to X and xOr^ is P-integrable, ©o lo~"T[x( Ol and
j(9P

Proofs

SB)

By continuity of

= irl>(xtE)l

T for V

6^*3.

f (U)cV

iflfll DO then
2L*<E - J(ssS)OJ
Hn
so that ior^sjh D£\
2fclf(B04£}3 ®(BQA4-) - f [j(xrE)]<rCY
J
ao
Hence T[x] is P-lntegrahl© and T(J(X,E) 5 — J(T(x),E)
Corollary

If

K* and x(<T) is P-lntegr&ble then x®[x(<rjj

*L

le Lebesgue Integrahl© and

^(x* £jd »S) X*|j(3E*S)3
Proofs

For Y real the P-integral reduces to the Frochet

InterpretatIon. of the Lsbesgu© Integral*
ffheoreta 6*5 >t(o) Is P-lniegrable<0for every U <3 7/f

co

X

£X(E

0A)\ m{%

04')=

%

o(x,S5 ]

**X.

uniformly for x**£
x®6f lIucr^
<
and th©

u

x» ^x{S^4 )m(F>Ozi;)]
are absolutely convergent uniformly for x* <2 .
$he first limit lo taken in the Moore-Srsith sens©
with the partitions forming a directed set under (>)•
Proof?

Clear since by theorem 61 intogrability is equi¬

valent to requiring that to every U and
. if Tl>TU£B

a 7?a

£

E

there correspond

,3 . if OH 2

tl ul then

x(E D4 )-].m(:>=/)4) * ** £^{X9B5l/-d
t/vj
/
for all x* C
Corollary 1?

1

•
If 3$ is a Banach space with the weal? neighbor*

hood topology, then the P*integral is the weak, integral *
Proof;

x* G. xo is oont inuous % the weals topology- so that by

the corollary to theorem 6*4

x» [d(x#E)l « lx*]Tx( t)] dm*

'Hie converse follows by the preceding theorem*
Go rollary 2t If 3S .la a Banach space with th© norm topology
then the P-lntegral is the Birhhoff Integral*
.Proofs

If %(<r} is Blyhhoff integrabl© then given ^>0 and
^end

elements in. an

3if (%#E) converges unconditionally to

-sphere about

dittonally eumraable to-

Hence it is tincon-

with, respect to the

£*s|fli8ret

Hence it is P«ihtegrable to 3{y,tE).

.Conversely suppose x( <*f- la P-intograhle.. Given
^-j^.fhero\JL If and

^ such that if
G

/^

IlxC^tnC.i^} * J(r.j3)l|<

[/M]

A

then

(Sr 0/1,2 }

If tt is the greater of the elements in[H^J then u9t ZU&
^K)
r K */w

) - J(x,S)ll<

[^r,(Al
and

x{

Mow let p

)m< ) 2
max(

/2

) where

m{
Define a sequencein

choose 1 '

(n

E

6

/Z”

0.1*2* )

is chosen so that

) 1/2
of sets such that' E

as the set in

that it is disjoint from E (1

•

If E

of lowest■subscript such

Is) unless all such seta of

have a subscript, greater than p* , If this Is m, choose S
as the lot of lowest subscript in
from all previously chosen sets.
partition on S.

• • E

Is disjoint

So chosen,, the S

form a

is

>85* for n>n^~

.It a subset of tome
tc

|| x( A. )m( 4; >116 !2j*>E

t ©JI

<

£ -sphere about J(x,S)#

fhus It 1® Birkhoff integrable*

3* A Radon-Hikodyia theorem
fhe most general of the Banach space Integrals so far
defined la the wmte Integral due to Bettis*

On© would

like to have, for an integral of this generality m analogue
of the Radon-Hikody® theorem for real valued functions*
fhe Bettis integral as it stands is not general enough.
On the other hand any other definition of integration which
reduces to the Lebesgue integral, and which is Invariant
under linear transformation, is included in the Pettis in¬
tegral*

Any Integral therefore that is to figure in a Radon-

Klkodym theorem must be defined similarly to the Pettis in¬
tegral or it will fall to have some desirable properties*
$he desired integral is a variation of the Phillips in-
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tegral of the preceding section.

Essentially tho only

changeB made in the definition consist In the replacement
of the

(T-field

by a countably additive Boolean algebra,

and of the point function f(p) by a contractive set
function f^)*

The

latter Is a set valued function on

to 3* such that f(<r )ef(<^ )»

It is clear that associated

with every point function f(p) is the set function f{r$ de¬
fined by
f((T)=-^ f(p)

Definition 6*6 If X,
within

then %9

7? are

said to be equal

V it

/
/
X€K+V and X£X-tV
Definition

6*7 ®»o

raably equal within

sequences of subsets^

V

If 3

[jO A » for j¥] <>^>]

are
^Xy,

sum-

are

' Cvi ^
equal within V*.
Definition 6*8 A sequence of subsets is unconditionally
summable to the element

%

31 with respect to V if 3 |jV] *3*

Definition 6*9 4* A single-valued set function D((6) defined
on^to 31 is completely additive relative to 7f If ~Z.{€y,)
converges unconditionally to°((2j^ ) in the topology ^when¬
ever i£y^ Is a mutually disjoint sequence of subsets such
that °{) en&ctf *2^ ) are def ined.

Definition 6*10 A real-valued completely additive set function
m{e) def ined on (^) lo a measure function and ©{©) the measure
of e#

Throughout the rest of this section such a measure is

assumed as given*
Definition 6*11 <3((E) on(£) to l Is absolutely continuous if
m(B5~ 0

O{(B)

=* 9*

We suppose x( ) to be a contractive set function defined
on (£>

#

a countable (Boolean) algebra of measurable subsets of

a set S and ^ ((£>) to be the set of all such functions
defined on elements of ^having non-aero measure.

If 7T= \Ai J

is a countable partition of S then following BirMioff we de¬
fine an. Integral range,
I(x»e,/r)-pt(oOi)ta{e H4)"]
Definition 6.12 A function is R~integral on e if g|
0((e) £»

if V(z0then~3 a partition^of

*I(i£,e,¥)

is unconditionally summabl© to(^(e) with respect to V.Q[(e)
is then the R-integral of x(r)6^{^P) on e and
3c(s)dm(s)

Because at the obvious similarity of this integral to
that of Phillips we shall not linger over its properties,
but proceed immediately to the development of the Radon*
llikodym theorem*. A few preliminary results on function of
sets are needed
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Theorem 6*6

Let R(e) be a real-valued function completely

additive and defined for all e £ M. Letdenote an arbitrary
BubslaBD of

(p each of whose elements Is In K.

Ihen there

exists a countable { or finite ). disjoint sequence of elements
e. ^6 ff #3 * ©
Proofs

(zff

Given

end e £

£ > 0

e( *2-0^)^

R(e) =■ 0.

^ at most a finite number of eC M *3 •

R(e) ^ * If B is a bound on R» take £^-=r B/n and ©^* ^ »
B/(n - X) < E(^ ) £ B/n*
Corollaryt

Ify^ contains the join of every disjoint sequence

of its elements then 3

*9 *

end e cr e-^>
Theorem 6*7

R(e) = 0.

Let R(e) be a real valued function completely

additive end defined for all e cr: ii» Then M can be decomposed
into two disjoint elements 14
on e C.
proofs

*"

*3

*

R(o) is non-negative

and non-positive on eC MT
Define
| R(e*‘) R_ 0,6* C e ^

and observe that

is countably additive* Let K*^b© the

elements '©(/\/"^) given by the preceding corollary and define
!f"~

=

M

A o{lA )«

It remains to show sC, M~=^ R(e) *4. 0.

Consider a* <=: M and define

t

- ) e

Observe that

© <=. ©** R(e) £ 0^ *

contain© the join of sny countable disjoint

sequence of Its elements. Let ©“•= e(^ ) by the preceding
corollary* Then

e d e^/leCe") H(e) i

0

e^OcC©) £ ft*

But sine© e (\{e~) <T c(H^ } then HCe*/) et©"")) — 0. Thus
7

BC© }

^ o*

Theorem 6*8

Let R(e) he a real-valued function completely

additive and defined for

all &

M where M is of finite

measure * Then .M can he decomposed into disjoint, elements ©*°
e'f

s

9

e " ouch that e <r ©+ =^> B(e)
e~=$>

Proofs

J>©(e)# e c. ©°=?> | B(e)|im{e),

R{e) <; *~m(e),

By the previous theorem split R(e) - m(e) into lj ^ #

H,*7 and R(e) -f m(e) into M-1", M"-* Then © = M f] M^»e+ = M*"t
2 ^
I
2.
and e~= lT(l M *
Theorem 6*9. Let E(o) he a real function completely additive
and defined for all o

u,where K is of finite measure* Then

3 a partition (n •= 0.1. ) of M *3 • for each n and e,
©’ In ©

it is true that
|.R(;e)m(e*) - B(e,)m(e)| 4= ©(©)©{©*)♦

Proofs
H(e)

> 0 for © CT 14* Consider ft' the class of all sets © 6? It

3*3

*

By theorem 6,7 it suffices to prove the theorem for

r

£°) real *S* ©*'<=* e implies

|.R(e*) » r(©)m(e*)^ 4
By theorem 6*S obtain ^

m{©)/2

j? *3 * e 6 j? and © ©( ^ e^)

implies m(e) = 0, For n > 1 and e,©1 in e^ ,
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^R(e)m(e’) - R(©*)m(©)|

•£ | R(e) - r(©^)ffi(©)\ 3(0*
-V |*Ce^)»(eV). - R(e,!) \ B](e)
6:

m{&)m{&*)/2 ®(©|:)m(e)/2 =

=• ®(©5ia(©,!) .
The result will follow If the Inequality stated in the
theorem holds for a,©1 cz e

where ©o ■=

M f] c(2«^)*

R(e) is non-negative'for e<~H so that 2R{e) >

kra(e)

for k = 0* Suppose it true for all k up to n. Then
R. (e) •==

2R(e) - nm(©)

h
Is non-negative*completely additive and defined for © $= eQ *

By the preceding theorem there exist ©t©*" ,©" *])•« © ( = o° (J e+.
and ©

^ &°

Implies | R^{e) | £ o(e) while © £T ©^implies.

R^C©) > ra(@).
and

2R (e) >

But

6

so mC© ) — 0* Hence m(e^ ) — s{©t)

(n^f-!)&(©)*

By induction 2H{o) > k®(e) for k arbitrary and e <c e #
Sine© R(©0) Is finite then ia(©Q ) —

0»

For the final theorem we suppose 3S is a Banach space,
P c 3S** is total for 3s and that the weak

P-

topology Is

imposed on 36*
Theorem 6*10

If U Is the join of a countable number of elements

of finite measure and X(E) any function defined on <^)
value in 36

x':- d p

9

with

such that x®{n) is completely additive for every

then a necessary and sufficient condition that X(E)

b© representable as an R~ integral in the f1-topology is that
it ha absolutely eontInuous.
Proofs

The necessity is clear* To prove sufficiency it must

he shown that X(l) is the R-integral of the function
X(G)“

^ X(e, )/m(e,)

c* <C ©jraC©*)

§\

1st (a) M be dis joint sets-of finite measure whose sum
is Iff (b) V. be any arbitrary neighborhood in the P -topology
, Q f7; (o)

defined by sc*. (1 = 1, »v) and Gy 0 where
*(t

6 *

2 /c. m(K )x<*. (X(e)) (1 = 1, ...: v.k =■!, _) so
6
L
that
is completely additive and defined for e O' K* .
R; (e) =

flnirr i-rnr litiiirl'

In theorem 6.9 for a fixed k and i let
M -

jf^the partition of

R(e) => R .(©),

given by that theorem,77"* be

the product of the partitions?and finally let
be a partition of II coinciding with JJ^on H ^«
Then If obeli' and e,'Je,’iC

>?

-* ..Tt
| x^(X(©*))m{©w) - x^(X(©M})&(©*)| < ss(e*5m(©rt) /CS
)
for {i ■=» 1,

,v) so that, since

It follows that for every o

is absolutely continuous

X(G)

Qj and e

[ x|CX|©/] eh)) - xf (XCe/le^) )m{e

£ K

) | <

ia(e 0 ©^) /{S^aCK*')

for (i - 1,2, _,v). Summing

\ x|( "^Xte (1\)) -

)ra(©r)©^)} |

^/2 *

If e Is of finite measure, since x«*(X(b)) is completely additive
X*
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3£Hv1

[H]2\_Hv1

x«(x(e)) - x-^Xtajfkn K
^
*

b
cm
CIO

'

^/s

<l»l._.U

Combining the last two expressions .
x(e) -^X(e Qe^mC©/)^ ) Cl V X.11] > I H

This shows that the sequence X{Sf,es7^5 Is unconditlonolly
susaaable to X(e) with respect to V* Since V is arbitrary we
have that

equivalent to complete additivity in the norm* In this case
the

theorem may be stated as follows:

Theorem 6*11

If M Is the join'of a countable number of

elements of finite measure and X(e) is any completely additive
function with values in * and defined for elements of (p with
finite measure, then a necessary and sufficient condition that
X(e) be representable as a E-integral is that X(e) be absolu¬
tely continuous*

CHAPTER

VII

Relationships Among the Internals
It la the. purpose of tills chapter- to arrange the various
Integrals considered In order of Inclusion* She following
abbreviations will be used for the integrals and for the cor¬
responding ©leases of integrabl© functions! ©raves (©)*Price (J?r)9
Bochner(Bn) 9Sirkhoff(Bk)sPettis(ft)tPhillips(P) end Mekart(R).
Theorem

7*1

The classes {©) and (Bn) intersect but do not

coincide*
Proofs

Since the simple functions are in both, the classes

intersect. On the other hand the function defined on p#2i is
Integr&bl© (©) but not (Bn)*
Suppose it were integrable (Bn)* Its integral J(F) would
be almost everywhere differentiable. But consider y^

Q1*

fined by yf(y) ■=. y(o,). J(F) is not differentiable under

de¬

y%

at the point a. The function is thus not weekly differentiable
and hence not strongly differentiable#

Theorem 7*2 (1) (0) C (Bk)
(2) (1>) •=• (Bn)
(3) (Bn) C(Bfc)
Proofs

The first result Is theorem 3*1? of p *41*. The second

result Is clear since the simple functions arc dense in (D)
and in (Bn) and both sr© complete spaces with the same norm#
To prove the thirdorcsultf suppose

f(x)£{Bn)

on S and

let £ n be finite-valued functions converging.almost everywhere
to f (x)*
If ®(g) - p.

then given

<S>0

3

^(s^)

> ft ~ G

end such that the sequence f^ converges uniformly to f(x) on
S^* let; 3 > 0 be given and choose » so .large that

within

ti
~d
PYp’l
vii

of

of

Hence f(x) is integrable Blrkhoff over S^ ’ani its integral
is

so that its Blrkhoff Integral coincides with

its 'Bodmer in¬

tegral*
theorem 7*3 (1)

(Bn)

4=~

(Bk)

(2) (Bn)- C (?r)
Proofs

The example' on p#21 is integrabl© Graves,.hence by

theorem 3*17 also Integrahle Blrkhoff* By theorem 7*1 It Is
not' integrable Bodmer, so that (1) follows*
fh© second relation is obvious if the measure function
involved is numerically-valued rather than operator-valued*
theorem 7*4 (1)

(Bk)

CZ

(it)

(2) (Bis) 7^- (Pis)
(3) (Pt)

(P )

(4) (P ) £T (Ft )
Proofs

The first reao.lt is theorem 4*13, the third is coro¬

llary 1 to theorem 6,5* The fourth result Is obvious since
except for the substitution of a countable algebra in place
of a

-field- and of contractire set functions in place of

point functional the Phillips and Pd chart definitions coincide#
In order to prove the second result some preliminary
definitions and lemmas are needed*
Definition ?»1 if a set 1 is a subset of an interred I* and m
Is an outer measure function* then the outer density D of E
with respect to I is given by
ID

Definition ?*2

^ »($(!*)/ ®d)

IS is homogeneous in I if for all <T~ C I,D(B)

with respect to CP, has a constant value*
lemma 1: if E is homogeneous on 1* then.on 1 the outer density
has the values 0 or 1*
Proofs See Knopp (j29•
lemma 2s

For every bounded, additive set function p(<r>) on all

subsets of (jp,l

there exists a denumerable set E( j?) and a

unique decomposition

Where -=» 1,2) are 'bounded additive set functions such
that

(P) -

jP( (?{] R) and ^((T) — 0 If cp is a countable

subset of L.0,1] .
Proofs See Phillips

39 .

Given.the above results, the following example proves re¬
lation (2) of theorem 7*4*
Let 3 be the space of all bounded real valued functions
on the closed unit interval and define
x(s) 3 x (a) = 1

for t - s — p/2* (±p*n

are integers) and equal to zero elsewhere*
On the unit square with coordinates s,t the function is
one on at most a countable number of points on any line paral¬
lel to either axis* We wish to show that this function is integrable Pettis but is not integrable Birlchoff#
Let 8 — T — LQ,1U * It may be shown that for x*

^ (r),

QfJ* 3

an additive bounded set function defined on all sub¬

sets of the unit interval such that for all

x#(x)
or by lemma 2?

%

<~ Si

-97and
*
te/f
Then \ Is that subset of S for which x^s)^7 0 for
sots© t (~ R* Since both Y and R are countable so is $ »
t:
°
hence x ~(x) = 0 a*e* and x(s) is weakly integral)!© to the
value © In S.
How suppose It integrable (Bk).Given
joint

* 3 * Z Et ~

Then given p.,p*! £
6 C
J ^X(P4.

s

anA

G

,> 0

3^

dis¬

) converges unconditionally*

E

;41 *

)®{% } -"2^ x(pJ!)tnCE6) || ^ £

Suppose that for each t 3
vide T into subsets

<^-*3* ^

}x^.(s)—
9

‘

s^E’ and xjs)= 0,

JO

0# If so di¬

so ^at ^or

t 6(5^^

\

/

Since x (s) - 1 on a diagonal, then S - B,» contains <r- t
*f
the set whose coordinates correspond t >those of o< • It conll

tains also ^

y\

y\

consisting of all points (s £. p/2 ) and s/2

l
where s <~ y*.01 for all Integers o,n. The set 0~'
6 f is then homo*
—•
//.
geneous in S and H\<3~ ) = 0,1*
c
There is an i*
) > 0 so that m(S - E c, ) j? 0

Co

and B((T^ }

— 1* This contradicts m(E

} *>.

o

0, hence there is

c

o

at ♦'h* for ©very 1, E. contains an s* \ *x . (u.) —
e>c7

in(E) "p 0.

<

4

Hence there la an s6'

J

^

“

1* But

^ *9 * ^ (s^^ G* But

then

J^xCa^. )m(B J * 2^x{s^.)m (Ec) |[ > 1,
This contradicts the assumed Integrablllty (Bk)*

CHAPTER VTIX

Uniformly Convex Spaces

We have seen in Chapter IV that it Is possible for
vector-valued functions to he absolutely continuous yet
nowhere strongly or weakly differentiable#

That this is also

possible in separable spaces may be seen by taking the example
of page 21, but defined now for Y the space of functions
autstaable (L) on [o, ij .

Then exactly the same argument

shows that F(r) is absolutely continuous but nowhere
differentiabl©.
Once mors take the function F(r).

Tn the preceding

chapter it was shown to be not Integrable Bochner, but it is
tntegrabl© Blrkhoff.
function J(F» L0,i3)

Its Birkhoff integral is then a
which is absolutely continuous

yet nowhere differentiable.
An alterant© example is given by Bodmer \j4 3 •

Again

let Y be the space of reci-valued functions bounded on I-jp>l3#
Any function^)! I~pT oay to deconposod into oomponon#
:es on one of the
» then if |(^) is
strongly differentiabl©, each component function is dif¬

ferent lablo in the usual sense, for

99
But. now suppose |('f) is a function on I to X for
which, the component functions are
the functions shorn in th© dia¬
gram.

0

1/3

'

S

Va

Such a function has dlf~

I

ferentl&l coefficient bounded by 3 (the slop© of on© of the

line segments at j^=l/3) and Is therefore of bounded variation*
On th© other hand, for every f , at least one componenet
is not differentiable for f^Ij/3,2/3] .

Hence ft?) it¬

self is not differentiable*
The above examples violate two theorems which hold for
real-valued functions#

For such functions it Is true that

if a function is of bounded variation then it is also almost
everywhere differentiable*

Further, the class of absolutely

continuous functions coincides with the class of functions
which ©re the indefinite (Lebesgue) integral of their own
derivative*

It is the purpose of this chapter to set forth

conditions sufficient to Insure that the above results hold
also for vector-valued functions*
Definition 8*1 A Banach space B will be said to be unlforally convex If to each (7)0.;) * $^€4.2. there corres¬
ponds 'S' (6) /> 0 such that the conditions

ll^/l » IIrl| - i * l(x - rll >

&

Definition 8*2 (1) An Interval of the n-dimensional Euclidean

*100*
space fe Is the net of n**tuplea (x, satisfying
|

- rirT-r-mmirt.

j<|

a: -s x . -s b, where a,*s. tv
(2) If ail the b.-»&4 are equal the interval is called a
cube and denoted by I.
(33 by an elementary figure is meant either a sum of a
finite number of intervals, or the null set*
With these definitions the principal results of this
chapter may toe stated*

•

theorem 3.1 Let F(.E) be an additive function of elementary
figures, defined for the figures within a fixed figure Rof
and assuming values in a uniformly convex Banach space 1*
If P is of bounded variation in E« then It is differentiable
o
almost everywhere in R0*
Theorem 8,2 Under the hypotheses of theorem 8.1, the ds
riv&tiv© of F(E) is Integrable (Bn)*
. Before proceeding to the .proof of these two theorems
some results on uniformly convex spaces are needed*
Definition
8*2 bet S(&.*a *l *&. )• to® a non*negailve eon*
,rrnT
'"" "" " '"■

|

2. """K

tinuous function of the non-negativ© variables & .*

Then

we aay that B Is
(a) homogeneous, if for c.>0

^ .0*, *oai > - cH(Vev—• V!
-

(b) strictly convex, if

■101

If

t

a-4-b_^— _.....*& ^-t 1^) '= K(& ,_ ^a^)-f H{b^ *b^«—«b }

unless a .c.ck., in which case ©Quality holds by condition (a)}
C

»

(e) Strictly increasing, if it is strictly increasing in
each variable separately#
Such, a function is I? = (j? aP } 1/p (pXL)
c

Definition 8*3 ..If 3^(1=!* *k) are- Banach spaces, the product
space K=Jf%^ is the topological product of the %wtth a
norm satisfying the condition that if x-(x^»
|(x||-^0 $ \\xL 1H? 0 M-l*

„k)*

«3t^YC % then

M Is then also a Banach space#

Definition 8.4 K 4#* ia a uniformly convex product'of
the

if for x£X

|l 4 = K(|l* || s |1*J) #_.* )\3£KJ| >
where U is a function satisfying definition 8*2.
Theorem 8*3 The uniformly convex product of a finite number
of uniformly convex spaces is uniformly convex*
Proof*
Suppose

That 1: does in fact define a metric In % is clear*
|, jy^ are two sequences in H such that
11*1'|| = II F^JI ~ 1 and ||[^+ y l| ^ 2 as 1 ^c3D.

It must be shown that
||
low lUl+

rH\

y * || —-5> 0 as 1 -^>o» *

~H( \*xj+ yj-|| * ||»Jll. I

ll* * ■+

- H( |l*f Hllar/fr H<lH/^’//» *

Hx'/HUftlP'

5
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£ H(llxl, U .Ihc'j , __,|)X^|| )+H(||yf/|, )|yfll.

Ily£«

- ||x ^1)-*• - 2

So that
11m !l{ || >:] ll+llyf’ ||

<f|lx^llil|

■C-=)OD

yyl H 2

end by continuity of Hs
lim A x<;|| “
C-^>a>

or

i

lim (

lim || yc-1|

i

^

~ ||yf||) - o

(1-3.#

How suppose it false that 11m j|x 4 - y|(-?o*

.*&)

Then there is

a subsequence of i such that
lim fjxc -yc |[-a>0
lim || x4--!! = lim || yj \*fi- (J ■= l,__,k)

d->cf6

lim
C

J

C^ao

(J

J (j

Ur x" - y L/[ ^0
j I

II *|/l >0,11 y^J(> 0 (1 - 1»_,J
where for convenience the subsequence la still denoted by the
superscript 1.

Set
r. =

*x
I) y.0 II

—103*"
then 11m ttw

- x^ll — 11m |\ S

- y ^ l| - 0

so that lira llw,0 - 2/11
0
C*<t> "
Then since « ^ is uniformly convex,

lira II w 16
fl. Ik 28
J ,1
4ea) "
00

that

lira x1 + y ^ || < S 8
i-?oe>

Hence hy (1)

'

v

j

lira |\xt ^ yj |j <c2- 2»,
J

6

<1

,

3

.

and so lim/|x*+ y ||<.l£lira ||x*t- y* /I*.
t

lira ||x£ty* || )

■

< sea ft,

g

- m ^)

Contradiction,

Definition 8*5 If %tyQ& are non-zero vectors, then

fly it

This clearly has the following properties*
£&)o(jx#y] =o?]y*x]
(b) G£*Jxy]^ 2

(c) ^Qcy] £<rfc,3)f°<'[Sty]
(d) cy]}sy] -Qgpy ^cx (c^O)

Theorem 8*4 .If y are k-j-1 non-zero vectors in #1*
a uniformly convex space with
\<

\

.

~2

*104and if 0( --0(\k\y~\
c

(i =* 1«2„ . hk then
c

II y|| ^[l - sStti)] (I

x

ll

where Su the function In the definition of uniform eoa*
vexity, and£(0) =* 0.
Proofi
x r
Uxc/l

y
|ly II

2-2 S (0{.}>

...3c.-. ...y,.

luii

or-|[yjl'(a *-

-=> for each i*

urn

(I 5^11 ^lliyll^^ )1*HI

adding ||y||^(2-2fet )) -J) *c'||

?v|

2. |||y||^-f y^ii

z Ji|y|| y+y'2lx‘lll
y| <M +3**11)
2

^lx‘l| ~

llxHI>||y|i +3*‘||

or finally 2^(l-aS'(Cj£» ||*;<:ll21|y||
Corollary; If y,

C /■)*<:v?<
^ ') * are non-aero elements of a uni*

fomly convex space with
. J .
y =7 as* 4 / w c
and

0{y »y]>6->0

(i =y 1,2,.

. * h)
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‘*

then

Tll^lU _i_

aStS)

*'*

(Vil+zWii -nyil>

Definition 8*6 If 12, 32v are the closure and Interior of
a set E, ana Ej , R^tre elementary figures, then
1

a

H,*

K, © ^ ^
Definition. 0.7 If

P(R) is a vector-valued additive function

Of' elementary figurea, then F(H) is of hounded variation
In R0 if^for any finite class of dis.jooint figures
the

SUB^|| F(S^

JH

)Jj is less than a fixed bound*

Definition 8*8 If m(l) is the measure of B» then P(H) is
said to be differentiable at a point p if the limit
P*(p)=r Urn
F(D
. vtiibo o(i)
exists, where. I is on arbitrary cube containing p.
Proof of fheoreiB 8*1
It suffices to prove tile theorem for functions of figures
such that

CD |\ P( H) ||;> »CH)
for all H,

form «

For, let I he an arbitrary cube containing p, and
with norm
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I|(*.tj|r l]jx||2+ t4]l/a
and consider F ^(R) - (F(R) ,©($)}' with rang© to* H#
if are uniformly convex, ao is H* and

'

1

.

.

Since

,•***'

|(F (E)|| >®{B)

If the theorem is true for such an
${(p)= 11a

(H)* then

smh

mW-^o m{I)
exists*

But this implies that
lim

FtX)

milte* ©U)
also exists*

tunctions

flius it suffices to prove the. theorem for

satisfying (1)*

Further* it suffices to show that

(2)

lim

PCxV

mClhoj|F(X) JJ
exists for almost all p.
For we may for© again the function F|(S) = (F(fOsm{H)}
with range in I

Then if the limit (2) exists &»«»,

so does
11©

F (I)

—

lim

■Hh. jF^Dl ndho

(g(Ihi(I)I
1

,y

<lr(i>n -+l»fia’')^

and hence also the two limits
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Urn

. . . Ft I) • ......

»(!)-» 0

(

>3L/2-

lira
ra(X)
;
mCiH o UNDlVfTXD;}*- )/*also si everywhere.

If the second limit does sot vanish except

on a set of measure, sera, thou - dearly
(3)

exists:#
(4}

liffl
'
a.UHO

FCi)
m(I)

How wherever the second limit does vanish
Urn II Ml). H
ra(l}-5te »(X)

, g,

How given H>0 let the set on which
liS 11P(1I)/ > H
ia(X>?6 s(l)
fhan for every p G 3^3 a set of ehboel^S- p such that
ratx‘.).-*0

and

<

|F(I ’.)||

> Km{l*}

fhen hy Vitali’s covering theorem Jsa&s, 46 p. 104] there
exist© a finite set of these, non overlapping, with
> > vs (©(s^))
©0

that if T la the total variation of P(.R) we have

m(fN 5£ ^ |^|t F(I ^)|s|

Thus (4) can exist in at most a set of measure zero and if
the limit (2) holds a*e* so does (3), fhe proof is thus re¬
duced to the demonstration of (2). How given a point p and
6 > 0 define

A(p> £ 5 -

sup

jjp(I) y

over all cubes I, 2* of measure less than €

and containing

the point p. Let

A(p)

~ lim A(p,£T )*
o

Then a necessary and sufficient oondtion that (2) exist is
that A(P) =* 0. It must therefore be shown that A(p)
If
For

0 a*e

are non-overlapping elesenfcary figures let Rq-/^

€ > 0 given arbitrarily choose tfa© Rso
that
V
X
f - l II P(R;) ||

(5)

given

tom B = ^ p I A(p),>2£^# Then
K
E — |J B / | R^;
«=£

xa(B) =
Bach set S fk°
0
a set of cubes 2 C

(6)

/aCEf)H°. )

is. covered (in the sense of Vital!) by
H

such that

0([Ftl‘),P{R j] >€

By Vital!1 s covering theorem there is a finite disjoint
r c^O

set ) I: f

such that

R

-109yIi

(7)

&

,

.

0/a>«fsflR<> = i<i/aM*na{Y

i

Mow by a&itivity

p(px) --

x

5't P<SX *Z p

iso that by (6) and the corollary to theorem 8*4

i
XT
IN^iU
-JJTJ r(i )J+-|ls'OR,sTiv}| - N^) |j
j
1 ^(6)1_—
J
1J
1

1

and adding over i

Z'2)tF(i|:>llt'2j| F<Rc8Xf1>)) -7 ii f(r1> I _

ZZH>ii£
i
- -i
J

2l(6)

‘ i

;

£h© sum of the first two terms on the right ls<5?i

By (1)

and (5) then

/
2Z*^
< -£
c
i

i

a

which with (7) gives

n(E, - '7itofsCk.) <£

*-

1

sJ^nlZ^.)^ 6'.
<j

J'aSJe)

Since 6 is arbitrary, m{%) ~ 0 so that A(p) ^ Q u*e*
Shis finally concludes the proof
Proof of theorem 8*2
1st I

be a cube containing H & and for each positive

integer k let I be subdivided symmetrically Into 2

sub'

cubes l • .

In I

def ine

0

<)

V

K
p)

’

for some I *

0

m{ I|)

<1

0 elsewhere

(
Then almost everywhere

lim- MP) " F*M

k-j* *

and since. F^(j>) are finite valued, F*(p) is strongly measur¬
able, hence so Is ||F* (p) ||.
How |IF"^(P)||

H F,f{p) II a*©* and .

S'"

/>

..

i|?K(p)ll ^(ikcp)ii-7iH£M
iFc$ wft*)

Jo

So that F‘(p5 I© strongly measurable an&[|F*'(-P)|) is
ittbegrable (hebesgue) *■

Theorem

8.5 If

H la an a&dltve, absolutely continuous function

of figures such that
Proof s

Hence F1 (p) is integrabl© Bochner.

H^CP)

—0 a,©., then ft*0*

hot B be any elementary f igure and s the set on which
0,

Choose £>0 arbitrarily and let ’S'iG) be the function

whose existence is asserted by the absolute continuity*

Then

H fls is covered (Vital!) by a set of cubes X for each of which
(8)

H(-I) ^CSWI)

By Vital! there is a finite disjoint sot of cuhoe |le\ such

that

m(R(% fife6) krnCBflimSg)

S(HOE) ~?(6)

2

2

and since E contains almost all point of %s
(9)

MOW

(x^©[

m(E) - ?(£)/ K a(X*^< *<*H<Rlgt
a

®25iJ^+K “Z1^ ^R9 L*®!*6^

so that
(10) ll 1I<R) lK7ilH(l*)ll+ IlHtBS.]" RG>]ii] )1I +
c

|| H(ji

9 x E10 !?L 3 5 H

From (9) it follows that

(11)

n(m {neji4 ] ) -

»CK) * ®{E02?*

K k’fe')

s(Xl‘ sL E0T^T) = mtxi^) - m(RQ'2l i)^%(e)

Combining (8)* (9) * (10) * and (11) end recalling that

m(t/)

][H(H)

c I1H(R')|\ <e

l| < 6(S) [n(K)

*

F (6-)/aj tSf

Since ^ (<2)«~ and € is arbitrarily small* then
11 H(R) i|- 0

or H-sO*

fheoreta 8.6 If the hypotheses of theorem 8.1 are satisfied

«*iis«

and in addition F(R) is absolutely continuous in R0 , then
F Is the integral of its o© derivative for every RCJ^s
F'(R) = \ F*(p)

V

Proofs.

It has been shown F’(p) exists &*e* and is iniegrabl©

(Bodmer) *

h©t
d(H) - 1 F‘(p)

for H

R

*

:

It is shown in chapter IF that G(p) is absolutely

continuous .and such that G-* (p) exists and is equal to F’ (p) #
Then the function H'=F - G is additive, absolutely continuous
and such that H* (p) - 0 a.e.
Corollary?

Then Ha 0

a.e*

Mi additive set function of elementary figures

with values in a miforally convex space, which is absolutely
continuous and of bounded variation, can be extended uniquely
to all measurable sets while preserving those properties*
Theorem 8*T A function^Ct)’ from 1= £a#b ]into 3$# a uni¬
formly convex space, which Is of bounded variation Is strongly
differentiable a*©*,

its derivative p{%) Is Integrable

(Bodmer) and if<^t) Is absolutely continuous them

q

<ft(

r*-,

=7^t)

-fas.)

•n

The proof is as in the real case, by associating with
the point functlon^t) the set functional) - (j&h)"^.) *
A characteristic of a Hilbert space

is that its norm

satisfies the relation:

|l

SH

r l\ t M at -** yil - s(: li x U ■+ i/ yti );*

from this It follows that it is uniformly convex and the
above results hold for functions on any Hilbert Space*,
It ts possible to show1 that-the spaces Lp, lp(p 12)
satisfy similar-relation [Clarkson, Bl $
,o

(1) a(

p

p

f

H

f

f

12t/| +H y-'/r }: t||x t jr l| -t M#&■II £ a (iixll -til$/1 )

(2) 2( ll % /-t )| y|/f )*<11%. tjll^ir II x-y // ^
r

p
f
%
t i°~i
{3)kxt$li +ut$~$H£ Mu % ll til $ll )
4

whore p*J.ar© conjugate indices*,
Frota this it- follows that-both Ip, lp(pz2) are uniformly
confess*

On the other hand the ©samples given at- the- be-

ginning show that--- neither II nor- L are uniformly- convex*.
How consider the following example*. Chi the Interval £0*13
construct th© sequence of-, real-valued functions .as follows.:

f,

on Qoti/2 3

m --

1 - t on [1/2,1]
1/2 | ft) on [ Q* 1/2 ]
H-i
fn(t) ^
t-l/2) onCl/2,ll
let ^ (t)^ £ £ (t) i

(tl«

^be a function on [otX] to c,

Shea (t) 9 although clearly of bounded variation* Is no¬
where differentiable* fttaa <s is not 'uniformly- ooasre**
since c is a .closed manifold of m$ then m also- is not uni*
forzaly «owr«%

CHAPTER IX
Aeolicationu
If x(CT) is a real-valued function on I, then & classical
result of Hiess Is the followings
Theorem 9*1 If :r:*£ G* QQ then there exists p a function of
■bounded variation in X such that;
x»(x)

rh
= l x^)d^(<r)
''a

holds for each s(r O [j] said if
of

Vj(^)

is the total variation

on X then

The first result of this type is on obvious consequence of the
Radon-Hikodym theorem of chapter VX.
Recall that with every point function

ftp) £L(M)

a set

function f<9)£$<py may be associated by

f(©)=^f(p)|
Slncejfil'- |f(s)

\

p£€»

dm(s) is the norm In L(H) then
Slip

1

°<yH(ekco m (e)

will be

&

III

3c(s)dm(s)U

JJ

e.

norm for the set function.

Theorem 9*2 Every bounded linear transformation I-jH) on 1(H) to
H has an R-Integral representation of the form

116-

-

T(f) = A:(s)f(s)dm(s)
where $2(i) Is B-lntegrnble on every set Of finite measure
andl|fl| * ||x(i )||
Proofs

let e be of finite measure and consider the set

function!
■characteristic function of e)

X(e)

It is completely additive and absolutely continuous, hence
by Badon-lfibodym^xC i )6^(c^>) intograbl© on sets

finite

measure such that
x(e) = I

k

)da

How ({ K(e)/|-£|lJ|m(e) for © of finit© measure*

Hence

)) x( ) J| Is

finite and
J x(s)f(a)dm(s}
defines a bounded linear transformation

on L(m) to «

|X(!)f =j[T*|
!£■■(*)£L(M) is a step function, then

*Hf)

=

But step functions are dense in L(M) so Ti'j) =- T* (^ )
In chapter II classes of abstractly-valued functions were
defined analogous to th© classes 0(1), L ,V for real-valued
functions*

As will be seen similar classes say b© defined

117utilising the weak properties of vector valued functions.
In the first two sections the Rleraarnv-StleltjeB integrals of
chapter II, and the .weah-integral of chapter XV will be used
to obtain for these classes results analogous to the Bless
representation theorem quoted above*

The third section con¬

tains some brief results on completely continuous transformations*
1, Strong Classes of Abstractly-Valued Functions
The strong classes of abstractly-valued functions are the
classes defined in section 3 of chapter II*

Referring to

that chapter for definitions and notation the following theorems
may be stated*
Theorem

9*3

If

there exists a function

v(35*)-

such that

Ml = vO?c<]
r

the integral on the right being of the type in theorem 2,8
For any

w(«r$ £-V.(X*)'the

above integral defines a linear

functional of norm ^V~(3f (<r)3 *
Proofs

Except for some obvious changes the proof is almost

exactly the same as for the classical Bless theorem*

See

for example, the proof of Bless*a theorem in Taylor |BG] *
Similarly one can drive the following results*

-1X8%hsorem 9 A It

Lp(3Q (p >1) there exists V^(K*)

(p# 3. con jugate indices) such, that
*

.ft

V^(VT) = ||x*||^

and

x®<x) -

J$M{ <r)%{<r)

with integral as in definition 2*10*

Conversely for any tf(0£

V^(H*) the integral defines a linear functional of norm

Theorem 9*5 If >:** £ L#(H) there exists W{<r)£ V^S*) such that
|| r»||=B(W(o))
x*(x)- j' &W(f-)x(<r)

end

with Integral as in theorem 2*9*

Conversely for W{ *)£

the Integral defines a linear functional of norm£
2* Weals Classes of Ahatraotly-Valued Functions
If L ,L are the usual classes of real-valued functions,
the corresponding weak classes may he defined as follows*
Definition 9*1 If 1^ v«x> then^S)' is, for a given H,
of n
°
all ac*£**»
the ola s

;

funatlonG

on

3 *°

8

euoh that **{x)6

If p=a»then it is further required that
<(x))_- Sup {ess. Sup

ll^lh
for each x£
<30

s

) <OD

L

r

is that subclass o:

Definition 9*2 The elas

,p com- •

posed of (weakly) integral!© functions*
Theorem 9*6 If x C/ (3*) the transformation
'X?

U(x*) = ■**(*)
from K* to

IS

linear and
|(u|| *Sup (/|^{*)|(da)

teP

llu||^C(x)}» P
Proof*

The additivity Is clear#

If p=co then

and 0 is linear*
If p <oo and sc**

is linear*

In X* x\{x) x*(x)

and

The rest follows from the definition of norm*

Definition 9*3 In ./=>{£) the norm of x(i) is given by

TP
((x))p

13

(1- U ||

where 0 Is as in the preceding theorem*
Theorem 9*7 If x

-120'

defines a linear functional F^-ovor H* and

(2) P aU«{W)
w

so defined from L ^to 3*^ is linear with
4
|\ o*ll=((*))
f*

Here p,q are conjugate indices.
Proofs

For a fixed x{ j) inJoPOfi) the operator
U(x*)‘ ~ x*(x)

from £■** to L ^ is linear by the preceding theorem.
Then if g is the functional over Lto generated by W£L c
wr
r
t

(3) g^j[tJ(x*)) - jx*(x(8))w(e)ds * F^x*)
defines a linear functional F (x*) over S*(F. .£ X**) *

V

W

If p<e& so that g is linear over L^only if it is so
generated, the operation F^-U*(¥) so defined from

=•!> <

to « is the adjoint U of 0 so that U* is linear and

II0^ U=llHiM\tJ|l-c
If p=co then U; (Lp

»*#*

*
How tc(L®}®- in the sense

that for W £l» a functional
0^')«

V/' (s)W(a)da

is defined over L°where
/I S^ll" JlW(s)\ ds.

w*£ L °°

Thus
defined.

and by (2),(3) U*= u‘Wherever tf* is

Hence U* is linear and || 0*|) (x) 3^ *

Hew If IMI^CCx))^ then there Is an x* each that
l\xH\ = 1 and K H*||r eaa. Sup |x*(x('s))| *

That la

S’

on a set of positive measure*

Hence there la r* and a

suoh

that |\ x* || 0,m(Sb)> 0 and x» (x(s) )?||u*)| > 0 on So.
Ifj^S) la the characteristic function of Sol let

V 0(%)/m(sp)
*>n ^i*vj-iiy***>n=

and |(H*|| *
.-I1

fx*(x(s))/®(S j|> j|| U»J /m(S0)-|l«*H

JSo
which Is Impossible*

Thus || H*|(= { (x) )^- J U |1= |)TT|| *

3* Completely Continuous Operations
Let ¥ be the isometry taking is into K** by V(x0) =x**
where x04HICx^} “ x*(x6)*
Lemma 9.1 If x(s) is a step function fromj^Ojl] to 15 then

u<x*y» x«(x)
7(0)« 1 x(s)#(s)ds
from 15* to L|, and from
Proof*

to S are completely continuous (c.o.).

If 0 Is c*c* so are tf, tl**

Since ¥(0) ~ W

-1

(W(0))

where

122*

-

W
■

Is linear, then 7(0) la linear*
Suppose j£(e) =

x.on E.

(X^.'[O,23

)«

Then U(x*)

is th© function having the constant value f(x ^ } on E^»

If

\\*K

so that |x* (Xj )j ^ K II 3$tK then there exists a subsequence
[x*^«udt thatU^K (x(s))^ converges over ]j),l~] and so|x~^ (x) £
is a convergent sequence In

for any p*

Esmma 9.2 If T(0) is linear from L^(p<os 5 to a aubspace N\
of finite dimension in nt then there exists x(s )£^ (%)
such that

*H0) - f x(B)0(&)a&

“ " V“

of stop function

elements*
Proofs

lot ac;>x# be complete blorthogonal systems In M such

that

n0)-'2
where g^{#)<^ (T(0))*

The functional x^ may be extended from M to M so that
&i(0) Is a linear functional over L p.
0- in Lq generating &^(0)*

Since pother© exists

Set

(1) x(B)-^0i(8)xi
o

then

(H) end
s)ds

12>

Mow approximate in Lq each 0 • in (1) by real-value& step
c
functions*
theorem 9*3 A necessary and sufflcientcondittan that & linear
transformation P^HLp-^tlx p<co) be completely continuous
lsthat It be the strong limit of a sequence of transformations
defined by step functions.
Proofs

If V(0) Is o*o* then it is the limit of transformation^,]

where each

is from Lp to a finite dimensional subsp&o© of

By Lemma 9*2 there exist step functions x. (:} whose cor*
responding transformation V-^ is in norm within l/n of
that

s©

||v — (j^O*
The confers© follows by Lemma 9*1 and the fact that the

limit in norm of a sequence of c*c* transformations is also

c*o*
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